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Some Officials Agains
New HIV Home Tests

tion of The National Law Journal.
"A heterosexual servicemember
may, without fear of punishment,
kiss, hug, hold hands and have con—
sensual sex ... with a partner in the
privacy of his or her home. By con—
trast, a Gay servicemember who
engages in the identical sexual con—
duct with a partner in the privacy
of his or her home is subject to
mandatory discharge."
The Human Rights Campaign is
the largest national Lesbian and
Gay political organization, with
members throughout the country.
It lobbies Congress, provides cam—
paign support and educates the
public to ensure that Lesbian and
Gay Americans can be open, hon—
est and safe at home, at work and
in the community.
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Must Vote!

By Ira L. King
On Tuesday, November 5, 1996, we will
choose which direction Gay rights will travel
into the next millennium. We will do so by
choosing a president with a demonstrated vi—
sion for the future that includes liberty and
justice for all—including Gays and Lesbians.
We dare not make this decision lightly. But,
we must make it. We must vote!
Consider the. Candidates
Ross Perot is a man (or a mouse—with
those big ears and that squeaky voice it‘s hard
to tell) leftover from the 1992 election. He
has never taken a stand on any human rights
issue. He has never taken a stand on any civil
rights issue. What he knows about foreign
policy, you can put on the head of a pin and
still have room to plant potatoes. Mr. Perot
seems to think that the only thing important
to the American people is his vast array of
charts and diagrams that supposedly illustrate
how he would shrink the budget deficit. Mr.
Perot is a very successful businessman. How—
ever, people who have worked for and with
him on the campaign trail say he is all mouth
and no moxy. He doesn‘t know how to lead.
He made his millions in real estate. Real es—
tate is by and large a one—man, you‘re your
own boss operation. He may be very good at
real estate speculation. Would you want him
speculating on your education, your health
care, the criminal justice system. The most

magnanimous thing about Mr. Perot is his
ego.
—
Senator Robert Dole—Here is a man
whose wife is on a mission to become the next
first lady in the White House. Mr. Dole is a
war hero. Unlike most men who are wounded
in the military, Mr. Dole‘s war wound can be
seen each time he steps out in public. He has
a military record that he can and should be
proud of.
Mr. Dole belongs to the Republican Party.
He supposedly represents the same family
values that former Vice President Dan Quayle
touted so fervently during the Bush adminis—
tration. This is interesting considering he is
on his second wife, after having divorced his.
first wife. You know, the one who helped him —
recover while he lay between life and death:
on his military hospital bed. For the past few
years Mr. Dole, as a leader of the Republican
Party, has been buddies with that other mem—
ber of the Second Wives‘ Club, Mr. Newt
Gingrich, the gentleman from Georgia. Mr.
Gingrich, you will recall, divorced his first
wife while she lay in a hospital bed dying of
cancer. He didn‘t even wait for the body to
get cold. It seems to me that the only family
values evidenced by either gentlemen are
those that include putting your wife on ice
when she becomes politically unusable. Both
these gentlemen, along with the rest of their
party, presented a contract to America dur—
ing the 1994 elections. They stated they had
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Opinions expressed in editorials and
commentaries are those of the authors.
the welfare of the American people at heart
and that we had given them a mandate to
make good on that fundamentalist contract.
Happy to say, their popularity was short—lived
and so was their contract. They failed to real—
ize that their relationship with the American
people is not a marriage made in heaven.
I have been watching politics a long time.
Never have I seen a man so bitter about his
party loosing the presidency as is Mr. Dole.
He and most of the old guard of his party can—
not believe that Americans had the audacity
to think for themselves and realize that we
need new leadership for a new tomorrow. The
American presidency requires a leader who
can meet the physical and mental demands
placed on him by the very nature of his of—
fice. He has to show an ability to listen
empathetically to all Americans, Black, white,
Indian, Hispanic, rich, middle—class, poor,
young, old, straight, and Gay. Many of the
groups listed have never had a friend in Mr.
Dole—not in all his nearly 30 years in gov—
ernment. Mr. Dole wants to build a bridge to
the past. As Gay and Lesbian men and women
do we want to go back to the past? Do we
want to go back to Gay—bashing by church—
men, Klansman, neo—Nazis and hate—mongers.
I think not!
Mr. Dole, bless his heart, has had his day
in the sun. But now it‘s time to play taps on
his right—wing political career to put him out
to pasture with Mr. Bush and Mr. Reagan.
President William Jefferson Clinton—
Mr. Clinton, consider yourself at home. Con—
sider yourself one of the baby boomer family.
Consider yourself a friend to Gays and Les—
bians.
William Jefferson Clinton has done more
for the furtherance of Gay and Lesbian rights
during his first term of office than all the other
42 past presidents combined. Of course, if he
had done only one thing he still would have
doubled their efforts. He has been called ev—
erything from a womanizer, to the burger
king, to slick Willie, to waffler, to a conser—

vative in liberal clothing. And I will take this
opportunity to say that he is still on his first
wife (unlike his Republican wannabes).
Like a phoenix rising from the ashes, Mr.
Clinton has ascended from the tiny town of
Hope, Ark., through the hallowed halls of
Harvard University, on to the ominous ivy
gilded walls of Oxford University, served
three terms as governor of the state of Ar—
kansas, and risen to the highest office in the
land. He has done so with aloofness, skill,
political savvy, a fine mind, a faithful wife
and a winning personality that does not know
the meaning of the word defeat.
In fairness, Mr. Clinton did sign the bill
to disallow same—sex marriages in this coun—
try. While this was frowned upon by the Gay
community, it pales into insignificance when
you realize the ear he has given to the voice
of our community on a national level. No one
man could do so or was willing to do so at so
high a level until he came along. Mr. Clinton
realizes that there are far greater and much
more immediate needs in the Gay commu—
nity than the legal permission to marry some—
one of the same gender. He has championed
equal rights for equal employment, insurance
coverage, housing, legal initiatives, etc. Mr.
Clinton has a public and moral mandate to
search for fairness and justice in the quality
of the lives of the people he was elected to
serve. He takes that mandate very seriously.
As the baby boomer generation nears the
end of the century and is thinking about re—
tirement and the quality of life that will come
with that retirement, we want to know that
the man in the White House is one of us. That
he cares about us regardless of and because
of who and what we are.
We, the Gay community in America, can—
not afford the tragedy of a Bob Dole/Newt
Gingrich future. The Gay and Pesbian men
and women of America are good people. And
as has been noted: All that is necessary for
evil to triumph is for good people to do noth—
ing. Please, do something, VOTE!
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"What‘s in a Name?" Corrections
The October TJN issue had some errors
with regard to the Memphis Lambda Men‘s
Chorus which I would like to correct. Vincent
Astor‘s article "What‘s in a Name? Pride, Per—
ception and the Chorus" was inaccurate with
regard to the history of the chorus and its
founding.
The Memphis Lambda Men‘s Chorus was
founded on November 14, 1989. On that Tues—
day night, nine men met at the old MGLCC
building on Madison to organize a chorus for
Gay men in Memphis. I do not recall all the
names of the other eight men, but several I do
remember: Matt, Ken, Chuck. The first direc—
tor of the chorus, Don Griesheimer, did not
meet with us until the following Tuesday night,
November 21, when we began rehearsing for
the first time.

The chorus was not organized as a response
to "Heartstrings," although we did sing in the
second Heartstrings tour in 1992. We were part
of a larger men‘s chorus that included men
from the Symphony Chorus and several
churches. It was at that time that the stirring
song "Sometimes When We Touch" was per—
formed. Later, that became a signature song
for the Memphis Lambda Men‘s Chorus.
One final historical note: late in 1989 when
we were grappling over a name for our new
chorus, my preference was "The Memphis Gay
Men‘s Chorus." That was voted down in fa—
vor of the more obscure name, "Memphis
Lambda Men‘s Chorus."
%
Tom Roden, B.A., M.H.A
Executive Director
Friends For Life AIDS Resource Center
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Can & Box Food Drive

Kitchen Open All Day
Mon.

with Fries
Tues.

$2.25

f

$3.50

Wed.

Pizza, 11", Oven Cooked $4.00

Thurs.

Chicken Fingers & Jalapeno
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Benefiting MIFA,
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2:00 p.m.

Feast for Friends, and

Free Food

The Battered Women &

Drink Specials

Children‘s Shelter

Give—Aways

Draft Michelob 50¢ a cup

One More Deluxe

Onion Roll)
Choice of Fries, Onion
Rings, or Mushrooms
$4.25
bowl of Chili, Fresh & Hot

Tue.

Feast

$4.25

(Double Bacon & Swiss on an

Mon.

Throughout the Month

Sunday, Nov. 24th,

Chicken Sandwich
with Fries or Onion Rings

Fri.

Thanksgiving

BLT or Grilled Cheese

11:00 a.m. — 3:00 p.m. &

Sunday

11:00 p.m. — 3:00 a.m.
Dart Tournament &
Every Day
Cricket
4:00 p.m.
Sunday — 8:30 p.m.

$3.00 Entry Fee

Tu—Real Show

$1.50

— NFL PARTY—8 to 12 — $3.00 Beer
Bust — Half Time Food
— DART TOURNAMENT — Happy
Hour Prices for Dart Players

Wed.

— LADIES NIGHT — Bucket Special
— 5 for $6.00

Thurs.

— POOL TOURNAMENT — Happy Hour
for Players

Fri.

— $1.00 LONGNECKS—8 to 9 & Midn
ight to 1

Sat.

— $1.00 LONGNECKS—8 to 9 & Midn
ight to 1

Sun.

— BEER BUST — Noon to 3 & 7 to
10 — $3.00
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(AP)
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The Clinton spot also touted his tions
cize Clinton
forthe ad.ads to criti—
ACF Up spokesman Steve
Michael said the group was not
satisfied with the campaign simply
switching. the ad, calling on
Clinton to take out ads apologiz—
ing for the error.
The new ad focuses criticism on
Dole‘s new negative tack and de—

letes the reference to the Gay mar—
riage ban.
"There‘s a value we all teach
our children and practice ourselves
— telling the truth," the ad says.
"Unfortunately, Bob Dole has re—
sorted to untruths."
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© Candidates Differ on
Several Topics
By Gaynell Terrell
Associated Press Writer
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LITTLE ROCK (AP) — Can—
didates for the 2nd District for
Congress disagree on privacy
rights, abortion, same—sex mar—
riages and federal support of edu—
cational television.
.
Democrat Vic Snyder of Little
Rock, a state senator, doctor and
lawyer, said government needs to
stay out of the most private deci—
sions, such as abortion. He said he
would have voted to support Presi—
dent Clinton in allowing partial—
birth abortions in case of extreme
problem pregnancies.
Republican Bud Cummins, a
Little Rock businessman, declared
he was pro—life in all cases.
"I think partial—birth abortions
are a terrible, terrible procedure.
I‘m proud to say I‘m against par—
tial—birth abortions," Cummins
said.
The two appeared in a debate
televised statewide by the Arkan—
sas Educational Television Net—
work.
Cummins recently attacked
Synder‘s sponsorship of bills in the
Legislature that would have elimi—
nated state anti—sodomy laws. Sun—
day night; he said he opposed many
aspects of Gay—rights issues, espe—
cially same—sex marriages. He said
Arkansans deserve the role of de—
_ fining what constitutes a marriage.
But Snyder said the repeal of the
state sodomy law was about pri—
vacy for consenting adults.
"It has nothing to do with sex
or public areas in parks," he said.
Asked about public education,
Cummins said he would support
eliminating the federal Education
Department, but not public fund—
ing for education.

"We need to return education to _
local school boards, and out of
Washington," Cummins said.
Synder said public funding for
education was vital, especially to
help students pay for college.
"Education is our future in Ar—
kansas, and that‘s what I‘m going
to work on," he said.
Snyder said one way the federal
government could extend educa—
tional opportunities was by fund—
ing public television. "This is the _
wrong time for the government to
turn its back on support for AETN _
and public television," he said.
But Cummins said he saw a
conflict between governmentand—
funding of public television. .
"Im not in favor orslashing —sx
funds for public television and ra—
dio. But I think there is a conflict.
It puts government in the role of
deciding what programming
should be. I hear a lof of political
shows, and I.don‘t ‘think they are
unbiased," Cummins said.
The two. agreed that passenger
train service should be continued,
including Amtrak rail service
through Arkansas.
"I don‘t think passenger service
is on its way out in America,"
Snyder said. "Passenger train
travel is a legitimate and necessary
alternative."
Cummins said he believed
Americans were not overtaxed, but
rather that the federal government
spends too much.
Snyder said his priority issues
were educating children, balancing
the federal budget and protectmg
the environment.
"I have a reputation in the Sen—
ate of being willing to fight the
system when it needs to be fought,"
Snyder said

Friends For Life Pantry
Wish List
household cleaning & laundry products —
deodorant » shampoo — razors — body lotion
paper products (towels, toilet paper)

Drop Items by Friends For Life
at 1450 Poplar — 8:30—5 weekdays
Space provided as a publicservice by the Triangle Journal News
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land," said Fleck, liaison to the verse community," Hillsaid. "He — Lesbian persons," he said.

Pride Event DrawsMarchers,
Protesters in Waco
WACO‘, Texas (AP) — After
three years of peaceful rallies, Gay—
rights activists in Waco decided the
time was right for a full—fledged
parade.
Some 100 marchers, including
men in evening dresses and suits,
parents supporting their homo—
sexual sons and daughters, and a
few Confederate flag—waving pro—
testers, hit downtown Waco streets
Saturday.
All along the route, crowds
clustered on street corners shout—
ing words of encouragement —
and protest.
Organizers—said they were im—
pressed with the participation
which they estimated at about150
.by the parade‘send.
"I was proud that we had so
many people join in," said Harold
Alexander of Waco. "We didn‘t do
it to disturb anyone. We did it be—
cause it‘s a freedom we have. It‘s
one of the few rights homosexuals
have."
Organizers with the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance of Central Texas;
Parents, Family and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays; and other
groups had talked about having a
march four years ago when the first

Central Texas Pride events were
organized in Waco. But they
scrapped the idea for fear of com—
munity reaction.
Indeed, some residents of the
central Texas town were not happy
to see the marchers.
"Waco is not ready for this,"
said Marsha Whitney, holding a
sign that read: "God loves you, but
hates your sin."
Four young men waving a large
Confederate flag trailed the parade
in a white truck but insisted they
were there as peaceful protesters.
"I was just raised different than
that," said Mark White, gesturing
toward the parade.
Organizers said Waco‘s march

was uneventful:compared. with:
those in some other cities.
"I am really amazed at the num—
ber of people who came, and I
would say the protest was mini—
mal," said Louie Crew, a Baylor
University graduate who founded
Integrity, a nationwide Episcopal
organization for Gays and Lesbi—
ans. "More likely (the protest) will .
occur next year when the reports
come out on how many people
came out to the parade."

Volunteers Needed for
King and Queen of Hearts!
Call Jimmy Gray at 278—6945
Space provided as a public service by the Triangle Journal News
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the
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FOR SALE
Nineteen round diamond 3kt, 14 kt
white gold band with 14 kt matching
ring guards. Would make a great
Christmas gift. $3000 or best offer.
Call Joyce at 386—7794
Living Woro
Christian Church
J. Rule Dearen, Pastor
é

340 N.Garlano
Memphis, TN 38104
Phone 276—0577

Sunvay Morning
Sunvbay Evening
Evenmg

10 a.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.

"Enterinto His gates with thanksgiving,
ano into His courts with praise:
be thankful unto Him, and bless His name."
Psalm 100:4 KJV
Join us in praise, worship ano ﬂaanksswms'

Deadline for DECEMBER 1996 TJN:
NOVEMBER 15
EARLY Publication Date: NOVEMBER 22
Mail or Fax news releases, letters, calendar items, or contributions to:
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P.O. Box 11485 — Memphis, TN 3811 1—0485
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Melissa Ticket Stub

Awesome Food, a Pool Table,
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& Happy Faces!!!
Sponsored by CC "Hernandez"
Frierson & The Full Moon Club
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Quilt Provide s

By Dee—Ann Durbin
Associated Press Writer

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Sections of quilt arrive every
day, each grave—sized piece rep—
resenting a life lost to AIDS.
They arrive by mail or un—
der someone‘s arm, in lovingly
wrapped packages, some with
heart—wrenching notes from
spouses, lovers or friends. All
are destined for perhaps the
most powerful, poignant and
fluid memorial of our time —
the AIDS Memorial Quilt.
"In a sense, the quilt is pas—
sive, but it‘s very powerful. It‘s
very subtly doing what it needs
to do," said Scott Williams of
San Francisco‘s NAMES
Project Foundation, which
oversees the quilt along with 39
affiliated U.S. chapters and 33
international chapters. "It opens
closed minds and softens hard

this was something I could do."
The year she began volunteer—
ing, her son‘s best friend, Ron
Collins, died of AIDS. Snyder be—
gan making a panel for him, col—
lecting swatches from his kitchen
curtains, fabric patterned with
flowers for his garden, some cloth
to represent his "awful, ticky—tacky
collection of salt and pepper shak—
g
ers."
Snyder soon found that the pro—
cess of making the panel helped her
grieve by allowing her to keep
Collins alive in her thoughts.
"The hardest part ended up be—
ing giving that panel up," Snyder
said. "His panel hung here for a
while, and then one day I came in
and it was gone, replaced by an—

hearts."
The quilt, which now spans
more than 22 football fields,
was on display Oct. 11—13 in
Washington D.C. It may be the
last time the entire quilt was
shown to the public.
Sometimes the sections take
a while to arrive. Volunteers
remember the woman who car—
ried her son‘s panel in the trunk
of her car for two years, until
she found the strength to give it
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Highly Personal Account
names of 1,000 AIDS victims
on cardboard placards, hung
them from City Hall during an
— annual candlelight march. Step—
ping back to survey his handi—
work, Jones realized the squares
of cardboard looked like a quilt.
By 1987, Jones and a corps
of volunteers had organized
the first AIDS Memorial
Quilt display, in
Washington

other panel."
Finally, Snyder said, she broke
down and cried.
Helping people grieve and giv—
ing victims a permanent memorial
has been the mission of the AIDS
Memorial Quilt since 1985, when
San Francisco Gay activist Cleve
Jones came up with the idea dur—
ing a protest march.
Jones, who had written the

.

D.C. The quilt
had 2,000 panels,
mostly from San
Francisco. Each
measured 3 feet by 6
feet — the size of a
grave.
The following year, when the .
quilt was displayed again, it had
quadrupled to 8,288 panels. By
1992, at the quilt‘s fourth Wash—
ington display, there were
22,000 panels.
"In 1992, we said it was the
last time we‘d do the display,
because it was too expensive
and too much work," said Den—
nis Chase, a volunteer at the Bay
Area chapter. "But AIDS went

Printers

menting the individual panels for
an on—line project, said he had to
stop reading each one.
You really have to stop focus—
ing on what each panel says. If you
read them all, it becomes over—
whelming ... you‘d just go crazy,"
Margolies said.
At the San Francisco Bay area
chapter, administrator Tom Duffy
said he is heartened when he sees
families, lovers or friends who
were once estranged come together
f
to make a panel.
here,"
hope
of
lot
a
is
"There
said Duffy, looking at walls filled
with puffy, colorful panels. "It‘s a
horrible thing when someone
passes away, but this is something
good that‘s come out of it."
Forty—eight Panels of the
NAMES Project AIDS Memorial
Quilt will be on display in Mem—
phis in commemoration of World
AIDS Day. Opening ceremonies
will be on Dec. 2 with the display
continuing through Dec. 5. The
display will take place at Temple
Israel, 1376 E. Massey Road.
Phone 761—3130 for more informa—
tion and display times.

Ink

up.
Sometimes it‘s a question,
rather than a quilt, that brings
tears to the eyes. Earlier this
month, there was the neatly
typed fax volunteers received at
the San Francisco Bay area
chapter of the AIDS Memorial
Quilt project.
"I‘m about to die in a week
or so and want to make a quilt.
How do I do this?" wrote an
AIDS patient from New York
City, one more person trying to
sum up a lifetime on a block of
cloth.
It‘s an impossible task. Yet
taken together, the 45,000 pan—
els of the quilt manage to sum
up an epidemic in a strikingly
personal and compelling way
that helps make converts wher—
ever it goes.
Consider Pauline Snyder, 60,
a volunteer with the San Fran—
cisco Bay area chapter.
Three years ago, Snyder
said, "I knew nothing about
AIDS."
But after her son contracted
the disease, Snyder moved from
Ithaca, N.Y., to be with him.
Soon, she found herself nursing
two of his friends, also stricken
with AIDS.
"That‘s when I walked down
here one day, and found fabric
piled high to the ceiling,"

(901)

229—5877

ng,
Typing Services, Typesetti
Layout & Design for
Newsletters, Brochures
Flyers, Advertisements
& Resumes.
Scanning Services and
Mailing List Management
Also Available
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Students Protest Pro—Family Resolution
ELIZABETHTOWN,
Pa.school
(AP) portant?"said
DavetheFritz,asopho—
status have
tothando with
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educa—
—officials,
Defyingmore
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more
who
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Company Appeals Same—Sex Harassment Case to
By Robin Estrin
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — The boys—
will—be—boys theory of play may
have reached its outer limit at a
Massachusetts lumber yard.
There, according to a sexual
harassment case before the state‘s
highest court, three men say two
male supervisors constantly sub—
jected them to raunchy comments
and gestures. The company argues
the case isn‘t sexual harassment
because all the men involved are
heterosexual.
Same—sex sexual harassment is
an issue courts around the country
have been forced to address, and
they have reached conflicting con—
clusions that ultimately may have
to be resolved by the U.S. Supreme
Court.
This is the first time the Massa—
chusetts Supreme Judicial Court
has taken up the issue.
In 1989 and 1990, Leonid
Melynchenko, James Quill and
Stephen LaRochelle, all now in
their early 30s, worked at a West
Springfield branch of the national
chain 84 Lumber Co. All three
eventually quit.
The men they accused, Richard
Raab and Eliasel Roque, were fired
after the allegations were raised.

The employees sued the com—
pany, and a state judge awarded
each $75,000 in 1993 on the
grounds of sexual harassment.
Judge Daniel Ford ruled that the
men‘s sexual orientation was irrel—
evant and that the real issue was
the "intimidating, hostile, humili—
ating and sexually offensive work
environment."
Among other things, the em—
ployees said Raab grabbed their
genitals, fondled their buttocks,
exposed himself to them and asked
for sexual favors. Raab announced
over the lumber yard‘s loudspeaker
that Quill had given him sexual
favors, and he taunted Quill‘s girl—
friend, according to court docu—
ments.
Two of the employees claimed
to be so psychologically damaged
they ended up in therapy.
The lumber company, which is
based near Pittsburgh, said that it
doesn‘t condone such behavior but
that 84 Lumber would be liable for
same—gender sexual harassment
only if Gay men had harassed het—
erosexual men, or vice—versa.
"It‘s locker room conduct" and
the victims have a case under
workers‘ compensation law, but
it‘s not sexual harassment, said Jay
Presser, one of the company‘s law—
yers.

Mass.

He said sexual discrimination
laws should be "aimed at enhanc—
ing the opportunities for people
who have traditionally not been in
the workplace."
Lawyers for the three employ—
ees said the case is clearly sexual
harassment, no matter what the
sexual orientation or gender of
those involved.
Massachusetts law defines
sexual harassment as any unwel—
come sexual advances‘‘ or requests
for sexual favors, and makes no
distinction for gender.
Federal law also makes no gen—
der distinctions, but federal judges
have arrived at differing decisions

Hove you ever fell in love with the wrong man?
Danced as fast as you can...?
Popped some pills, to get some thrills...
and yet, lived happily ever after122?
( well sort of )
EMERALD THEATRE COMPANY
PRESENTS
a new comedy by
DEN—NICKOLAS SMITH
MISgUne
a play about people pretending to be something they‘re not
THEATREWORKS
2085 MONROE AVE.
NOVEMBER 29 & 30 — DECEMBER 1, 6, 7, & 8
8:00 P.M.
TICKETS — $8.00
722—9302
PURCHASE 1 TICKET FOR OPENING NIGHT RECEIVE 1 FREE
SEASON SUBSCRIPTIONS ONLY $20.00 INCLUDES 2 EXTRA TICKETS
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Trial
er Controlling Media Coverage At
s Appeal Judge‘s Ord
per
Newspa
By Greta Guest
rules for media coverage with the hear their arguments about the rules
overturn a judge‘s ruling restrict— court does not reverse parts of the
Associated Press Writer
intent of ensuring decorum and a under which their clients would
ing media access in the so—called judge‘s order. An appeal from The
Oakland Press was filed Oct. 10,
fair trial for Jonathan Schmitz, 26, work for the trial‘s duration, which >
"Jenny Jones" trial.
the paper reported.
DETROIT (AP) — Detroit‘s
who is charged with first—degree could last several weeks.
Attorneys for the Detroit news—
The 19—point order released
two daily newspapers and The
murder in the shooting of a fellow
papers filed emergency appeals
Detroit Free Press attorney
Oct. 7 by Oakland County Circuit
Oakland Press of Pontiac hope the
talk show guest.
Oct. 9, saying "the public interest
Herschel P. Fink said that
Judge Francis X. O‘Brien set down
Michigan Court of Appeals will
After receiving O‘Brien‘s or— O‘Brien‘s order amounts to prior
will be irreparably harmed"if the
der, attorneys for the newspapers restraint on the press because it pro—
asked the judge to reconsider key hibits reporters from talking to wit—
provisions, including barring re— nesses. If the order is violated, the
porters from interviewing wit— judge could slap contempt charges
nesses until a verdict is reached.
on reporters, he added.
The
order
also
specified
inter—
A3
"He can potentially order wit—
a.
views with attorneys could only nesses in his control to limit their
take place in the courtroom, an contact with reporters. He cannot
adjacent media room or outside the gag the reporters," Fink said. "Our
building‘s south entrance.
major concern is he has no right to
Attorneys from The Detroit order the media to cease gathering
News and Detroit Free Press al— news. That‘s our right."
leged the court order infringed on
Fink also argued that the order
their clients‘ and witnesses‘ First is "overly broad" by restricting re—
Amendment rights.
porters from conducting interviews
"A Free Press reporter who anywhere in the courthouse, al—
asked a prospective witness what though he thought it fair that the
had happened to her arm, which judge restrict interviews in the hall—
was in a cast, was threatened with way directly outside his courtroom.
expulsion by an overzealous
Fink said an appeals court rul—
deputy, armed with your order," ing could come in hours or weeks.
News and Free Press attorneys An appeals court clerk said the case
* Bulbs
wrote the judge Monday.
had not been assigned to a panel of
O‘Brien on Oct. 8 postponed judges by the afternoon of Oct. 9.
* Simmering Potpourris
jury selection in the trial all morn—
Schmitz, 26, of Lake Orion is
ing to respond to the media chal— charged in the slaying of Scott
* Fire Starters
lenge of his order. —
Amedure, 32. Trial began Oct. 7
O‘Brien stood by his order, say— with jury selection.
ing it provided "adequate accom—
The two appeared together in a
* Cottage Gardens
modations and provision for the March 1995 taping of the Jenny
media." He also refused to conduct Jones talk show, with Amedure
* Paper Whites
a hearing on the matter as re— announcing he had a crush on
quested by an attorney for The Schmitz. Prosecutors say Schmitz
* Poinsettias
Oakland Press.
confessed to shooting Amedure at
His clerk, Daniel O‘Brien, said his Orion Township Mobile home
had not heard anything from the on March 9, 1995 — three days
* Candles
Appeals Court by the evening of after the show was taped.
Oct. 9.
The show never aired, but pros—
* Gifts
Attorneys said they were also ecutors said they will play the tape
perturbed that the judge refused to for the jury.
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OfﬁcralsUphold Gyliterature %
MIDDLETON, Wis. (AP)—A
school committee has rejected a
request to eliminate classroom in—
struction that parents say urges the
acceptance ofhomosexuality with—
out providing a balanced view—
point.Johanna Kaufman, assistant su—
perintendent who is head of the
committee,
said Oct.is9being
the panel
decided the material
used
bers on hand — both newlyweds
Easterday said before the cer— plans to complete a sex change
appropriately.
have children by prior marriages — emony that she was hoping for a within three years. Smith and
The readings on Gay and Les—
but several newspeople were in the change in Ohio‘s law specifying that Easterday describe themselves as
bian
orientation
are
meant
as
in—
courtroom.
marriage is a formal recognition of Lesbians. The two met about one
struction about injustice and
eagh can be considered a
Asked
about
their
plans,
a
relationship between a male and year ago in a Gay bar in Cleveland.
woman.
oppression.
Easterday told The Medina County female. President Clinton recently
The couple said last week that the
It is part ofa required literature Paul Smith, who has applied to Gazette,
"Getting out of Dodge." It signed a bill barring federal recog— sex change would not void the mar—
course for sophomores at change
his name to Denise, and Debi
riage because Smith‘s birth certifi—
Easterday were married Oct. 3 in a was an apparent reference to escap— nition of same—sex marriages.
Middletonand High
School. Racism,
Smith has been dressing as a cate would still list him as a male.
sexism
anti—Semitism
are also civil
ceremony. Municipal Court ing the public interest that had ac—
companied their pending wedding.
woman everywhere but at work and
Judge Dale Chase presided.
part ofthe curriculum.
William Saus, Chase‘s bailiff,
A
group
called
Parents
for
a
afterward that Chase felt the —
Responsible Curriculum said said
Ryder Says She Was Beaten In School
couple had a right to the same legal
teachers
are
not
qualified
to
coun—
— sel students on sexual choices and — courtesy as any other couple.
f
For Mistaken Identity
that the sources ofthe material are milesMedina
is a small town about 30
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Actress Winona Ryder says she was severely beaten at age 12 by
southwest of Cleveland.
not adequately identified.
three guys because they thought she was a homosexual boy.
Smith, a 36—year—old X—ray tech—
Parentsis Homophobia?"
cited articles titled
In an interview with The Tennessean newspaper to promote her new movie The Crucible, Ryder
"What
and —nician with dark, shoulder—length
said that she had a lonely childhood and was kicked out of junior high school.
"What Do You Know About the hair, wore high black boots and an
"I was beat up pretty badly on the third day of school because three guys thought I was a Gay
off—the—shoulder black top.
GayThey
Lifestyle?"
boy. I got six stitches in my head, was slammed into a locker, got a fractured rib," she said.
also targeted One Teen— Easterday, a 41—year—old homemaker
"I insisted I was a girl. I had really short hair and stuff, and so they beat me up."
ager in Ten, a collection of first— whose hair is close—cropped on top
Ryder said she saw a woman who was the girlfriend of one of the boys a couple of years ago.
person
accounts
of
how
some
and long in the back, wore a black
Ryder asked the woman if she recalled the incident at the school.
teenagers acknowledged their ho— jersey. Each dressed in black slacks.
"She remembered and said, ‘Oh, that faggot? And then I said that was me. I got a thrill out of
A court employee served as a.
mosexuality.
that," Ryder said.
Kaufman‘scommittee met with witness. There were no family mem—
parents before making a decision,

aspects of a controversial

she said. It also asked teachers to

Kaufman said.

explain how the readings are used,

she said.
The

school

district,

in

Dane

County near Madison, does not try
to teach morality or the religious

Man

Planning

topic,

their moral beliefs, Kaufman said.
"We

constantly

balance

the

committee‘s

The meeting with parents "was

right of the parent and the respon—

not a public forum to discuss the

sibility of the schools to teach," she

issue cannot

homosexual lifestyle," she said.

said.

unless a

Students can

withdraw

from

activities or discussions contrary to

Sex

Change

The district‘s process for re—

viewing

materials

Marries

makes

decision

final,

The policy also says the same
be

reviewed

majority

again

of committee

members agrees, she said.

the

Lesbian

MEDINA, Ohio (AP) — A man

and woman have taken marriage

vows but look forward to the day
when
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reotypical image of the drag queen
and political arenas, he said.
"There was more than the ste— out there," he said.

Survey Fmds Americans‘ Attltudes
Toward Gays Have Softened
timeswrongor
not wrongsaidat homo—
all.
By Tara Press
Burghart
Sixty—one
percent
Associated
Writer sexual
relationsare
alwayswrong,
while
28
percent
said
notbetween
wrongat
CHICAGO
(AP)
—
A
new
all,
with
the
rest
split
the
study
says
more
Americans
are
two
milder
choices.
When
the
tolerant
ofGays,
but
more
than
six
wassaidfirstGayasked
in 1973,
out
of 10 arestillalways
believewrong.
homosexual 73question
percent
relations
were
relations
always
wrong
and11
percent
The
study,
released
Oct.
7,
was
theyTheweremarginoferrorwas
never wrong. said
based
on
the
General
Social
Sur—
vey
conducted
almost
everyOpin—
year
since
1972
at
the
National
ion Research
Centeratthe Univer—
sity
ofChicago.
Researchersasked2,904people
across
thebetween
country two
whether
sexual
relations
consenting
adults
the same sex are always
wrong,ofalmostalwayswrong,some—
plus
or
minus 2 percentage points.
The disapproval rate for Gays
was always 70 percent or higher
until 1993, when it fell to 66 per—
cent. And the percentage of people
who said Gay relations were not
wrong at all never rose above 16
percent until 1993, when it hit 22

FARMERS

percent.
"More and more people are re—
alizing that their uncle, cousin,
neighbor or teacher is Gay. When
that happens, lots of the negative
attitudes the people had about Gay
folks go right out the window,"
said Rick Garcia, executive direc—
tor of the Illinois Federation for
Human Rights.
Stuart Michaels, director of the
university‘s National Health and
Social Life Survey, attributed the
change to the AIDS epidemic,
which brought national attention to
Gay issues and Gay life.
Fighting for money to combat
and research AIDS also forced
more Gay people into the public

INSURANCE
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Study:

People May Have Some Natural

Resistance to HIV Infection
By Jane E. Allen
AP Science Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Some
people may have some natural re—
sistance to the AIDS virus because
of a common antibody known to
fight off infections like the flu, re—
searchers reported Oct. 16.
The antibody, called VH3, oc—
curs throughout the population in
varying levels.
But what is particularly signifi—
cant was the finding that homo—
sexual men who were highly
susceptible to HIV infection from
even a single sexual contact had
very low levels of that antibody.
"Are there any immunologic
traits that protect you from becom—
ing infected in the first place? This
study suggests, although it cer—
tainly doesn‘t prove, that these an—
tibodies have a protective role, or
the lack of them increases suscep—
tibility," said Dr. Jonathan Braun,
lead author of the study appearing
in October‘s Journal of Clinical
Investigation.
He said the next step is for re—
searchers to determine whether it
is possible and beneficial to raise
VH3 antibody levels in those indi—
viduals at risk for AIDS, possibly
through a vaccine.
"It‘s been controversial whether
antibodies are protective in HIV
infection. This study is a fresh
piece of evidence that they may
be," Braun said.
"We think this is one factor that
can make people more or less sus—
ceptible to the initial infection by
the virus," said Lee Goodglick, a
study co—author. But, he cautioned:
"We don‘t want to give false hope
to anyone."
Braun is chairman of the De—
partment of Pathology and Labo—
ratory Medicine at the University
of California, Los Angeles. The

new work builds on his previous
study showing that the VH3 anti—
body has a natural affinity for
gp120, the protein coating on the
AIDS virus.
But in an interview Oct. 15,
Braun said he and his collabora—
tors still don‘t know precisely what
VH3 does once it binds to the
AIDS virus. With other infections,
antibodies can prevent viruses
from entering cells or lead viruses
to cells that will kill them.
Braun said researchers found
the strongest correlation between
Gay men with low levels of VH3
and low resistance to HIV.
But when they looked at Gay
men who didn‘t become HIV—in—
fected even though they practiced
high—risk sex, only some had high
levels of the VH3 antibodies. Oth—
ers with strong resistance had only
moderate or even low levels of
antibodies.
That leads him to believe that
for those men, "there must be other
factors which account for their re—
sistance," Braun said.
Researchers throughout the
AIDS community have been look—
ing for multiple factors that allow
some people to remain uninfected
despite exposure to the virus. Just
weeks ago, scientists reported that
a mutated form of a gene called
CCR5 protects men exposed to in—
fected sex partners.
Braun concedes the further re—
search into VH3 could show that
it is actually some other mecha—
nism that is influencing resistance
and VH3 levels at the same time.
But for now he‘s hopeful that VH3
has a role.
Susan Zolla—Pasner, scientific
director of the AIDS Research
Center at the New York Veterans
Affairs Medical Center, said
Braun‘s study "adds a piece of in—
formation about one of the many

24 Hours a Day
:
Live Operators Nightly 7:30 — 11 p.m. /
Computer Voice—Mail Information at other times
Information, Counseling, Referral
Now celebrating our 20th year of operatlon'
A service of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center,
a non—profit, federally tax—exempt organization.

factors that probably correlates
with sensitivity, susceptibility or
resistance to HIV infection."
She said the presence of VH3 —
antibodies in the blood of people
before they‘re exposed to HIV
"makes it an interesting and tanta—
lizing finding" that deserves pur—
suit.
Bonnie Math—
Cop! ng Yoo
ieson, head of the
coordinating com—
mittee for AIDS
vaccines in the Of—
fice of AIDS Re—
search
at the
National Institutes
of Health, also wel—
comed the re—
search.
"It may poten—
tially lead to some— .
thing important,"
with
Mathieson said.
"This is another
the changing stages
factor in the whole
list of things that
might be important
for preventing in—
fection."
Braun‘s group
analyzed blood
samples from 252
men enrolled in the
Multicenter AIDS _
Cohort Study, an
options, before making your
ongoing national
study that has
tracked thousands
of Gay and bi—
sexual men before
and after exposure
to HIV.
Braun‘s study
was funded in part
by NIH, UCLA,
and the Chiron
Corp.
:
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Mid—South Archive
By Brian Pera
The suppression of an oppressed
group‘s history is probably one of the
most effective methods of maintain—
ing and ensuring that oppression.
Without an historical or cultural
background, people cannot authen—
ticate their identities or provide role
models which instill feelings of vali—
dation and self—worth.
—June Rook
Preserving the Past for the Future
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center, a non—profit out—
reach entity to the Gay, Lesbian. bi—
sexual and transgendered com—
munities, is presently laying the
groundwork for the establishment of
a Mid—south Archive Center to serve
as a repository of information on
queer lives past and present.
Such centers have multiplied over
the years since Stonewall in 1969,

and presently number 16 in the
United States alone. However, to
date there has been none in this
part of the country. The closest
is in Louisiana. The Homosexual
Information Center in Bossier
City, which evolved from Harry
Hay‘s Mattachine Society in the
1950s, owns a collection of One
magazine, the historic publica—
tion of the earliest homophile
movement, as well as contribu—
tions from the early Lesbian ac—
tivist group, the Daughters of
Bilitis. But HIC‘s collection is
somewhat inconveniently dis—
persed, some ofit located in Cali—
fornia and elsewhere, most of it
in private homes. HIC‘s efforts
to find a permanent space for its
holdings has met with varying
degrees of success, and illustrates
the problems facing such endeav—
ors. University of Southern Cali—
fornia initially offered the use of
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Sheridan Lambe,
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6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178

mene
one of its buildings, until an alum—
nus voiced a complaint. The uni—
versity then turned 360 degrees and
offered another building, a struc—
ture in need of hundreds of thou—
sands in repairs, and only offered
to HIC for only five short years.
Another obstacle is the collec—
tion of materials. Some say that
Gay and Lesbian writers are more
attracted to donating their works
and libraries to colleges or public
institutions, a more mainstream
move that might provide them with
ego enhancement. Many queer
publications such as TheAdvocate
have been inexplicably resistant, or
at the very least unresponsive, in
donating backissues and micro—
fiche. The problem with housing
such materials in straight—identi—
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fied institutions is that, as a spokes—
person for HIC said, "these people
ultimately care very little and have
nothing at stake for preserving .
these things, and they often don‘t
understand the larger issues in—
volved."
Yet beyond the red tape, there
lies an enormous body of queer
artifacts which pass unnoticed.
Whether this can be attributed to
Gays and Lesbians being unaware
ofthe importance of their histories,
or whether they simply don‘t know
there is a call for their materials is
unclear. Nevertheless, as June
Rook says, "When an oppressed
people begin to cast off their op—
pression, they must begin to find
and control their own history."
To those who would argue that

public and college libraries serve
as adequate venues of information,
consider how vulnerable those in—
stitutions‘ materials are to attack
and destruction—often,.conserva—
tive vigilantes confiscate or even
censor such items in fits of self—
righteousness. A queer—identified
organization offers security, scope
and control against these and other
risks. Our advantage is one of open
affiliation.
§
The Mid—South Archives ac—
cepts ‘donations such as, but not
exclusively, photos, books, news—
papers, pamphlets, posters, micro—
film, tape recordings, and
videotape. Never assume that
documentation of your experience
is unimportant. Ultimately it is in—
See Archive on page 36

Consider Yourself Entertained
Review by Bob Dumais
which the chorus seemed to really
The concert concluded with
TIN Staff Writer
enjoy performing.
"Let Us Now Praise Famous Men,"
Two soft and pretty folk songs, which featured the new dynamics
The newly renamed River City "Love Is Here to Stay" and "The and
fullness of the ensemble.
Men‘s Chorus performed its first Water Is Wide," were followed by
The
then performed an
concert, entitled "Consider Your— three sea chanties, which con— encore, group
"Georgia
self," with its new director and ac— — cluded the first half of the concert. which turned out toonbeMyoneMind,"
the
companist on Sat., Oct. 5, at the All three were well performed, but best numbers of evening.ofThe
First Congregational Church.
"The Ghost Ship," perhaps be— bluesy, late night feel of the ar—
Now under the direction of cause of its intriguing story, stood rangement
was handled wonder—
Perry Redfearn, the chorus pro— out.. _
fully
by
the
chorus. More of this
duced a richer, fuller sound than in
The second half began with a type of material should be tried in
the past with improved use of dy— Mozart composition, "Laudate
it was excellent.
namics. From very soft to full Dominum," and continued in a re— theAfuture;
reception
followed the con—
voice, the dynamic range, however, ligious vein with three spirituals: cert with an extensive
array of de—
did cause the one problem of the "Hush! Somebody‘s Calling My licious finger foods prepared
by
night. There were time when ac— Name," "Steal Away" and "Bound chorus members.
companist Sean Pollack overpow— for Jubilee." "Hush!" which was
About 75 people attended, not
ered the group, making it difficult performed a cappella, featured a nearly
the number that the quality
to hear the vocals.
s brief, but excellent, vocal solo by of the performance
De—
«Overall, the concert was very Sean Pollack, the chorus‘ accom— spite any perceivedwarranted.
faults,
the
cho—
enjoyable with an interesting mix panist, who sings as well as he rus deserves more community
of music and arrangements provid— plays.
support.
ing more variety than usual. The
"To Love and Be Loved" is a
The group‘s annual Christmas
opening and title number, "Con— wonderful choral piece originally concert,
a season highlight,
sider Yourself" from the musical composed for Dallas‘ Turtle Creek will be always
held on Sun., Dec. 15.
Oliver, was lively fun. Whistling Chorale. It‘s a beautiful song Make it part of your holiday plans
added a nice light touch to the song, which the chorus sang superbly. thi s year.
~
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Alliance to

Host Charity Hors d‘oeuvres

By Steve Wesson
Get and
out your
favorite
munchie
recipe
come
on
down
to the
Pipeline,Sat.,Nov.2,around10p.m.
yourculinary
expertise
to
theareandshow
public.
The
guys
from
Alliance
atinvolved.
it again and
aswillusual,
there‘s
food
We
be
hostinga
finger—food
cook—offwith
a twist.
There
is
no
entry
fee,
ofcourse,
and the Hearth
entire door
proceedsa fund—
will
benefit
and
Home,
raising effort to help PWAs pay

their
utilitybutbills.patrons
Therearewillbe
noto
setdonate
cover,
asked
they canfoodin exchange
forbe available
all thewhatfabulous
that willof
(after
judging,
course). If toyouenteror just
yourprepare
group
wouldlike
your entry
in and
the privacy
oftoyour
own
kitchen
bring
it
the
Pipelineby
9:30p.m.
Ifi
t
isawarm
appetizer,
thensimple.
bring your own
chafe.
It
is
that
A prizefororiginality
will be awardedandforoverall
pre—
sentation,

The Quilt Is Coming!
Forty—eight
panels
from the
NAMES
Project
AIDS
Memorial
Quilt
betheon Memphis
display Dec.World
2—5
asAIDSpartwill
of
Day
commemoration
spon—
sored
by
Figst
Congregational
Church
andTemple
Israel.Thedis—
play
is
being
sponsored
by Trinity
Hospice.
Opening
ceremonies
will p.m.
take
place
Mon.,
Dec.
2,
at
7:30
asStarspartInstead
of the ofthe
annualNight"
"To SeeWorld
the
AIDS
Day
program
held atTemple
Israel,
1376
East
Massey
Rd.
The
program
is
an
evening
of
remem—
brance,courage,
hopeandcompas—
sion
for
those
involved
in the
struggleagainst
AIDS.
Personsliv—
ing with AIDS
will share
their
struggles.
Also
featured
will
bethea
special
children‘s
chorus,
Memphis
Civic Orchestra, and
Project
Motion.
Memphians are

encouraged to.
dedicate quilt panels at the open—
ing ceremonies..For information on
> dedrcatmg a panel, call’ BnanMott
at 276—5652.
The 48 panels from the AIDS
High Heels
Continued from page 1

tain complete with the biggest
spray of flowers you‘ve ever seen
walking around on someone $
. head.
Taking the team or group cat—
egory, first prize was the Dead Prési—
dents teamwhose post—assassination
JFK was flanked by both Jackieand
Marilyn.The table decorating prize

Memorial Quilt will be on display
throughout the week. School, se—
nior citizen, scouting, and church
youth groups are encouraged to
visit the display for a docent—led
tour. Tours are available on Tues.,
Dec. 3, from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.;
Wed., Dec. 4, from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. and Thurs., Dec. 5, from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. Call Terry Orgel at
754—9423 for more information on
booking a group.
On Wed., Dec. 4 at 7:00 p.m. a
"Family Forum" will be held.
Speakers will include Mel and
Beverly Pollock who have lost two
sons to AIDS, Butch Valentine
who coordinates Friends For Life‘s
Feast for Friends; and Dr. Arnold
Drake, President of the Memphis—
area Parents, Friendsand Families
of Lesbians and Gays. The pro—
gram will also include a short video
presentation.
> There are no charges for visit—
ing the quilt, docent—led tours,
opening ceremonies or any ‘other
events associated with World
AIDS,Day or the quilt display, al—
though donations are appreciated.

winner.
Last year we awarded a fabu—
lous weekend at Sheraton Casino,
dinner at the Pigr, tickets to Cir—
cuit Playhouse and loads of other
prizes. This year wrll be no excep—
tion!
So far our judges will be. the
infamous Lady A (her third year!),
the renowned local chef Glen
Jones; writer Florence Buse, some—
one we will pick at random, and a
local celebrity (to be announced).
So come on down to the Pipeline,

King & Queen
of Hearts Seeks
Volunteers
Jimmy Gray, organizer of the
annual King and Queen of Hearts
Awards and Auction, is seeking
volunteers to help with the event.
King and Queen of Hearts is
held annually during Valentine‘s
Day weekend. This year the event
is scheduled for Feb. 9 at WKRB.
The event features an auction
and will benefit the Hearth and
Home Fund of the Friends For Life
AIDS Resource Center.
"There are month‘s of work that
goes into organizing the King and
Queen of Hearts," Gray said. "Be—
cause the event takes place early
in the year; we have to get started
before the holidays."
Last year, King and Queen of
Hearts raised almost $6,000for the
agency.
Volunteers are neededto help
solicit items for the auction, with
direct mail letter generation, stuff—
ing and mailing, as well as general
organization of the event itself.
For information:on how to get
involved, call Jimmy Gray at 278—

Cook-Off
munch out on some splendid stuff
meet Mr. or Ms. Right, have a good
time and assist in a worthy cause!

Thomas Bryan Curtis
Thomas Bryan Curtis, who was active in local churches
and music, died Sat., Oct. 12, at his home of HIV complica—
tions. He was 33. Curtis was a medical records copier for the
HCC Health Information Management Services Company be—
fore he retired on disability. Formerly he had worked at the
Yesteryear Furniture Store in Overton Square. Services were
on Thurs., Oct. 17, at Elmwood Cemetary at the graveside.
The fannly requests that any memorials be sent to Friends for
Life.

He leaves his companion of nearly nine years, Johnny L.
Hill, his brother, Mark V. Curtis; his sister, Ruth Curtis; and
his parents, all of Memphis.

He attended Freed—Hardeman University and graduated
from Treadwell High School in Memphis.
He had been a member of the former AGAPE New Life
Church where he was music director. He also sang tenor with
the Lambda Men‘s Chorus and won an entertainment contest
on Beale Street with his singing.

The MLS is now available to
_ you through the INTERNET!
http://www.realtor.com/
For a more detailed search or to
~ arrange a showing for any of the
&
listed properties call me.
> Your Interests will be protected with
‘Glenh:Moore as your buyer agent'

Foret, ouher ME"~—pm
854—0455
gmx@aol.com

6945
ing crowd of weary revelers.
" About $9,500 was raised for the
Hearth and Home Fund including the ©
tips generously donated by the wait
staff at Maxwell‘s. —
f
The brunch was a first—ever event,
and organizer Butch Valentine has
said there are already plans under—
way to do it again next year and
make it an annual affair. He said they
‘may even consider packagepricing
the twoevents togetheras well as.

went to The STARS(Sisters That
Ain‘t Right) table.
=
separately to draw in more out—of—
Attendance at the ball was about towners for the weekend.
The people who volunteered their
700 and the event raised more than
$28,000, including donations and time, effort and resources to create
ticket sales, for the Friends For Life and staff these two events are far too
AIDS Resource Center. It is one of numerous to mention, but should be _
the organization‘s primary fund—rais— warmly thanked for their selfless
ing events of the year and the enthu— contributions.
Both of these events were monu—
siasm of its participants cannot be
mental tasks for the people who
rivaled.
On Oct. 20 a companion event made them happen, but from the per—
was held at Maxwell‘s restaurant at spective of someone who merely at—
Cooper and Young. "The Day Af— tended and didn‘t do any of the work,
ter" brunch, a fund—raiser for the they came off beautifully and have
newly established Hearth and Home all the markings of fine annual tra—
Fund, served some 200 sumptuous ditions.
three—course brunches to an approv—

|

For more information call Steve
Wesson, the Alliance secretary at
901—388—9986.

Are‘you looklng for that
Aspeelalyoung lady or young man'
Listen to the adsin your local area or _
other locationsand respondtothe ones _
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Schools and the InfamousTen Percent
Therequeerare romances
several movies
that Lifestyles.This eight—yearsurvey, cent of the women, had had same— similar figures have been reported pressed by the stuffy heterosexu—
depict
in single—
results were published in sex genital contact during the last fora numberofothercountries, in— ality of Victorian drawing rooms,
sex boarding schools. Forever top whose
1994,
was
on questionnaires five years, and these figures were cluding the United States. So it or threatened by the sodomy stat—
of the list must be the 1932 Ger— completed based
by
a
randomly
selected virtually the same for those who looks as Gay
if people are not as utes, they headed for the bush in
man classic, Maedchen in Uni— sample
common as droves. Diamond hunter Cecil
form, in which the teenage heroine of about
we some— Rhodes, General Gordon of
falls
in
love
with
a
(much
older)
19,000
times imag— Khartoum, nursing pioneer Flo—
teacher. Male examples of the men and
1—n—€
rence Nightingale, Boy Scouts
genre include Lindsay Anderson‘s women.
Under—re— founder Lord Baden—Powell —
1968 film If.... As with Maedchen,
p o r t i n g they all sought to perpetuate dor—
this film depicts an age—disparate A400b o uoft
may
of mitory life on savannah, desert, or
homosexualrelationship,
although
the
men
course be a the high seas.
Science
it isn‘tthe film‘scentral focus.The and 350
factor, but
Simon LeVay, Ph.D., attended
older of the two schoolboy lovers ofwomen
the
% the famous Dulwich College boys‘ school in
By Simon LeVay, Ph.D.
is a "prefect," while the younger
" "ten—per— London, England. He is the author
isBritishism
a "fag"for—a pubescent
the confusing
had
attended
single—sex
boarding
had
boardingschool
experience
cent" figure, which is based on a of Queer Science (MIT Press,
peon schools. These men and women and those who had not. So, the misinterpretation of the 1948 1996) and the co—author (with
who
toasts
crumpets
for
the
indeed much more likely to "situational" homosexuality asso— Kinsey report, really needs to be Elisabeth Nonas) of City of
fects‘ afternoon tea, etc. pre— were
have
experienced
Gay sex than the ciated with boardingschoolshasno retired.
Friends. He is also the co—founder
Although both these films treat rest of the sample.
Among
the
particular
influenceonwhatpeople
As for the British Empire, it‘s ofthe Institute ofGay and Lesbian
same—sex desire
in a positive way, women who had been to boarding do in adult life. These results are an under—appreciated fact that Education in West Hollywood. He
theycould
besaidtobolsteracom—
school,experience
five percent
had had
a contrary to what one would expect queers played a leading role in its can be reached care of this publi—
monly
held
opinion,
which
is
that
sexual
involving
geni—
if role—modeling,
recruitment,
or expansion and maintenance. Op— cation or at SLeVay@aol.com.
attendance at single—sex boarding tal contact with another female, the
nature
ofone‘searly
sexual
ex—
school
young Inpeople
playedpatterns
a significant
role
toward influences
homosexuality.
fact comparewith
for the womenlessthan
who hadtwonotpercent
been periences
in
establishing
of
adult
there were plenty of voices, over to boarding school. Among the sexuality.
the
years, warningarrangement
that ifthis kind
men, the corresponding figures How come, you may ask, had
. PYRAMID—REALTORS
of educational
was were
ten
percent
and
four
percent.
only
one
percent
of
the
men
and
JERRY EVERETT
allowed to continue the British Clearly, attendance at single—sex 0.5 percent ofthe women engaged
REALTOR ASSOCIATE
Empire
(or
the
German
Reich)
boardingschoolsgreatly
increases
in Gay sex duringthe previous five
A
would collapse, a victim of the thechances that a person will have years?
Is
this
part
of
the
no—sex—
Pyramid
Realty, Inc.
Bus. 901—753—6300
non—reproduction of its ruling dipped at least once into the please—we‘re—British syndrome?
134 Timber Creek Drive
Res. 901—795—8780
classes.
And even Heino
today atMeyer—
least honeypot of Gay sex — presum— Apparently not, for those percent—
Voice Mail 757—2794 ext. 326
Memphis, TN 38018
one
sex researcher,
ably
while
he
or
she
was
in
that
ages
corresponded
almost
exactly
BahlburgofColumbia University, same—sex environment.
tointerviewees
the percentages
offeeling
the
believesthatsingle—sex
schoolingis
But
quite
different
figures
whose
sexual
one route to adult homosexuality. emerged when the researchers were mostly or entirely homo—
o
The truth ofthis hypothesiswas asked about the men and women‘s sexual — there don‘t seem to be
tested
BritishAttitudes
National Sur—
sexuality. Only about one
Brit—
vey ofin the
Sexual
and current
percent of the men, and 0.5 per— legions
ish queersof sexually
any more.inactive
And quite
Boarding

f-DIGITAL SOUND
und so clear, you‘ll—taste it!

1996 Memphis Pride Awards
OFFICAL BALLOT
Thursday Nov. 21, 1996
at BACKSTREET
§
Showtime 11:30 PM
Proceeds to Benefit Most Helpful Charity
For More Information, please call 276—5522
Most Popular Bartender
Most Popular DJ
Most Popular Entertainer
Most Popular Newcomer
Most Popular MC
Most Popular Dance Club
Most Popular Cruise Bar
Most Popular Gay— Owned Business
(Other than a night club)

Bar Fly of the Year
Most Helpful Charity
Return
to Changes,Restaurantoranyotherparticipating
Crossroads, One More, Backstreet, N.location
Cognito,
Davids,CompletedBallot
501,SpacePipeline,
Alternative
donated as a public service ofThe TriangleJournal News
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Scintists Uncovering Rare AIDS Strairin Amica
theAtresults.
even
thoughO doctors
emphasize
leastoneofthepatients,who
that
Group
is
very
rare
andimmi—
the
was
born
in
the
United
States
and
people
at
highest
risk
are
has
never traveled
abroad,
hadhere,to grants
whose
blood donations are
havecaught
theforeign
strain
already
restricted.
Irwin said.
The CDCthrough
is tryingtheto suaded
Still, government
the Group Oscientists
scare per—to
trace
the
infection
sexual
partners.
search
outHIVsamples
ofto create
the world‘s
"The
two
A‘s
at
least
had
been
known
strains
whatHu
recently
practicing
unprotected
CDC
epidemiologist
Dr.
Dale
sex,
so there isofforeign
thepossibility
ofto calls
a "revolving
library"
that he
transmission"
strains
will
use
to
check
the
effectiveness
otherCanAmericans,
Irwinused
said.to en— of every
U.S.CDCAIDSis tracking
test. down
the
AIDS
tests
And
the
sure
asuch
safe diversity?
blood supply keep pace AIDS
patients
known
to havecoun—
im—
withStandard
migrated
from
developing
AIDSpatients,
tests didanddiag—
tries
to see
whether
other unknown
nose
all
the
Bronx
the
strains
are
here.
to havewithin
a bettera year
Group—
OFDAtesthopes
approved
By Lauran Neergaard
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sci—
entists are discovering the AIDS
epidemic is far more diverse in
America than previously thought,
and they are scouring the globe for
AIDS strains to ensure that U.S.
tests for the disease are able to de—
tect every type.
Doctors here weren‘t too wor—
ried in 1994 when France first
sounded the alarm that an exotic,
hard—to—diagnose strain of AIDS
was spreading. Then doctors found
the first U.S. case in July.
And in October, scientists un—
covered a second U.S. resident in—
fected with this rare type of HIV,
named Group O, as well as a small
cluster of New Yorkers with signs
of still different AIDS strains never
before seen inf this country.
"We will now treat these prob—
lems as a global village: A case
anywhere is a case here, and we
will move more quickly" to battle
them, said Dr. Jay Epstein, the
Food and Drug Administration‘s
blood chief.
AIDS symptoms appear similar
worldwide even though the HIV
virus is genetically different from
country to country. Tests to detect
HIV are designed to recognize a

region‘s most common strains. The
concern is whether they‘ll also
catch any rare foreign strains.
Take the HIV type named
Group O, thought to lurk only in
West Africa until a woman in
France was diagnosed in 1994.
Doctors didn‘t find the first U.S.
case until July, a Los Angeles
woman. Her infection had gone
undiagnosed by routine AIDS
tests, which miss Group O once in
every five cases.
Late last month, Abbott Labo—
ratories filed an FDA application
to sell the nation‘s first upgraded
AIDS test designed to better catch
Group O infections — just as fed—
eral health officials discovered a
second Group O case, this one in
Maryland.
Both Group O patients found in
the United States apparently were
infected in their native West Af—
rica, said Dr. Patrick Sullivan of
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. He is testing doz—
ens of high—risk patients to deter—
mine how prevalent the strain is.
More disturbing, the CDC is
investigating whether patients in
the Bronx borough of New York
City caught other foreign strains of
HIV while in this country — not
before immigrating here or while
traveling abroad.

The CDC genetically tested 43
newly diagnosed AIDS patients
from Bronx—Lebanon Hospital
Center last spring. Eight patients,
an unexpectedly high 19 percent of
those tested, had strains different
from the subtype B that is respon—
sible for North America‘s AIDS
epidemic.
Preliminary test results indicate
six patients have HIV subtypes A
or C normally found in Africa, said
CDC epidemiologist Dr. Kathleen
Irwin. One has a Thailand version
of subtype B never before found
in a U.S. resident, and the eighth
patient has a strain so unique the
CDC‘s tests haven‘t yet recognized
it, said Irwin, who is finishing more
sophisticated research to confirm

Vietnam Records Sharp
Rise in AIDS Cases
Vietnam
(AP)—The
numberof
HIVVietnam‘s
cases roseofficial
sharplymediain September,
with more than
400HANOI,
new
cases
identified
in
less
than
a
month,
reported
Tuesday.
Ho Chi
Minhsoutheastern
City has thecoastal
mostprovince
cases, accounting
forHoa.about one—third of the national total, fol—
lowed
by
the
of
Khanh
Intravenous
drug—users
andhaveprostitutes
are thesince
mainthevictims
of AIDS
indetected
Vietnam.in the country in
At
least
331
Vietnamese
died
of
AIDS
first
case
was
1990.At least 4,430people have HIV so far in Vietnam, upfrom 4,019 cases reported at thebeginning
ofSeptember, the Lao Dong newspaper said, quoting the Ministry of Health.
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HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH
Proclaiming God‘s Love For All People!
Ministry Staff
Scheduled Services:
Timothy M. Meadows, M.Div., Senior Pastor
10:00 a.m. — Sunday School
Robert McFalls, M.Div.
11:00 a.m. — Holy Communion
Glynda Hall, M.Div.
7:00 p.m. — Sunday Evening Service
7:00 p.m. — Wednesday Bible Study
T 1559 MADISON AVE . MEMPHIS, TN 38104 (901) 726—9443 T
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The CITCUIL
presents Playhouse
@] Clion, ojhe Witch

Square

[Playhouse on the
presents
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[XI’ICS Carofyn
ﬁllelgﬁ
Patti Hatchett returns
as PeterPan!!!!

[I may;

Nov. 9 — Jan. 5

| __Sunday

J.

\_Call 726—4656 for 1‘le

(1332333?
Savings
Ends

27

and the Wardrobe
(asedon the book by
Tewis
All New Productio MTL
Nov. 16 — Dec. 22
Call 726—4656 for Tix

TJN COMMUNITY CALENDAR
Friday
Monday | Tuesday | Wednesday _| Thursday _|
1

2

s BCSA Volleyball,

iB
Brlale Study, Holy

Pickin‘
+ Cotton
Pregcolt
ases,

"City. OnedFt’Jercent, »
+ SFlfly

BWMT Board
*+ Meeting,
3:30pm,

* Church Services
(See Below)
* Billy Cross
Memorial, WKRB,
Door 7pm,
Cocktail Party
.
Show
7:30pm,
Bpm

Glenwood
Community Center,
6:30—9:30pm .
+ B—GALA, U of M,
University Center,
7:30
:3Opm C
outhern Country
Dance Lessons,

Trinity Community
Church, 7pm
+ Living Word
Christian Churn,
Service, 7pm

Mem, Bapt. Church,
7:30pm
*+ A Very Brady
Shaisiend,
+ Halloween Party, Club
501, 11pm
Hap
A Halloween
Ball,
R
Backstreet
* léfstxeszrmgighls

uowey!
NOW, WEVL FM
90, 1pm
+Boutiem County
531”(é; fs;$
i nine
+ Amateur Strip R
Contest, Amnesia,
11pm

276—0168
+ All Soul‘s Party,
7pm—Midnight F
—
525.0000
* Hors d‘oeuvres
Cook—off, Pipeline
Ine,
10pm ripe
* Michelle Holliday
Amnesia, ipm *

30

29

28

;

Halloween

NOVEMBER

31

Service, 11am
+ Living Word
Christian Church,
Combes, 10am &

5
+ Feast for Friends
Dinner, St. John‘s

+ BCSA Volleyball,
Glenwood
6:30—9:30pm
* B—GALA, U of M,
University Center,
7:30pm

* BCSA Volleyball,
Glenwood
Community Center
e
y¥xi
6:30—9:30pm
* B—GALA, U of M,
lllglgersny Center,
:30pm
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
WKRB, 8pm

fix/50V- 3
* WAC Meeting,

18
«+ Feast for Friends

COMMUNITY

Amnesia, 11pm

Dinner, St. John‘s
Methodist, 6:30pm

weigﬂlvgumgfist &
Mtg:a23m
(8:3?inElflsgolﬁal
Glenwood Community
Center, 6:30—9:30pm«
B—GALA, U of M,

Tom, call 272—
3638
* Beyond TeaIV,
Club 501, Dinner

Unwersrty Center,

cuda Country
* Southern
Dance Lessons,

s os
Show at 10:30pm

14

13
+Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community
Church, Fom
AIC LSP
* Living Word
Christian Church,
Service, 7pm
%
5a: BaboMCS:
P

f
19
*

OF INTEREST FOR THE

SEASON
SUBSCRIPTIONS ONLY

12

Veteran‘s Day1 1

PRESENTING PLAYS
GAY & LESBIAN

WKRB, 8pm

* WAC Meeting, 7pm,
‘call 272—3638

17
+ Church Services

Night Autumn
Street Pub,
10:30pm

501 Club, 9pm
* Kevin Kramer,

E

7pm

|:

* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,

Christian Church,
Service, 7pm
+ Safe Harbor MCC

Dance Lessons,

® "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by
NOW, WEVL FM
90, 1pm

7:30pm

» LivingWord

* Southern Country

Bible Study 5:30pm;

%%Sh|p Service

10
* Church Services
(See Above)
* Lo & Glo, Club
501, 10pm
+ Rumble, Changes,
2pm

Church, 7pm

Community Center,

Methodist, 6:30pm

+ Hearth & Home
Benefit, Amnesia,
3:30 pm
+ Safe Harbor MCC,

+ Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church,

+ Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community

+ BWMT Condom
,

8

7

6

5

4

ETC
COMP ANY

Election Day
3

1528 Madison
(901) 278—9321

| EMERALD THEATRE

+ Over 50Plus Girls,
Crossroads

(Ahearn
+HTCC Sunda
School, 103m¥

Saturday _|

|

* NOW Meeting,
YWCA, 766 So.
Highland, 7pm
+ Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Mem Bapl Church
7'30nm —
:
.o
Statep'ggt'e m
op

Church, 7pm
* Living Word
Christian Church,
Service, 7pm
* Safe Harbor MCC,

+ BWMT Movie Night,
7pm, 274—8658
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
501 Club, 9pm

11ipm
* Pajama Party,
Pipeline
* Hannah Reese,
Amnesia, 11pm

December ‘96
timoueout 22

* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott

® "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by

yggpgapt Church
+ Gueen of the Night,
Amnesia, 8pm
* NOW Conference
(See page 30 for
details)

7pm

16
* Massage—A—Thon,
Benefits Heart &
Home Fund, 800 S.
Cooper, 10am—6pm
* S.P.1.T. Variety
Show, Club 501,

21

20

. Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community

‘_|

Deadline for
December ‘96 1 5
TJN
* "Fifty—One
Percent,"
Sponsored by
NOW, WEVL FM
90, 1pm

FOR MORE

_

INFORMATION CALL
(229302

23

* Peace Out,
Changes, 11pm

NOW, WEVL FM

AIDS RESOURCE CENTER

90: JPM
* BWMT Hot,
Healthy, Horny Safe
Sex Workshop,

1450 POPLAR
MEMPHIS, TN
38104

323—
:3Opm, 828—7451
7:30pm,
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
501 Club, 9pm

WKRB, 8pm

$20.00
( 2 EXTRA TICKETS FREE)

(901) 272—0855
24
* Church Services
(See Nove 3

j
Above)
+ BWMT Thanksgiv—
ing Potluck, 2pm,
Feast, One More,
2pm
+ 3rd Annual Chili
Cook—off, Club
501, 7pm

25

27

26
&
* Integrity Board

Mtg., 6:30pm
* BCSA Volleyball,
glenwoosi can

* B—GALA, U of M,
University Center,
7:30pm
+ Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
WKRB, 8pm

«Bible Study, Holy

Trinity Community
Church, 7pm

by"""2g
&

gag";Iﬁrlgscolt
Mem. Bapt. Church,
7:30pm

* Living Word

* Thanksgiving

ofice churn.
Service, 7pm
* HappyBirthday
Lorretta, Club 501

ButtCub Son
* Thanksgiving
Dinner, Crossroads,—
12—2
* Thanksgiving
Dinner, Pipeline

29

* "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by
NOW, WEVL FM
90, 1pm
+ SouterCounty
501 Club, Ipm —

30
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REFERRALS
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NOVEMBER NIGHTS

Entertainment)
Nov. 16th — 11 p.m. — S.P.I.T. Variety Show (Games/Prizes)
f
Nov. 17th —
BEYOND TEA IV — Show at 10:30 p.m. ($2 Donation)
A Benefit for the Special Care Unit at the Med
Nov. 24th — 7 p.m. — 3rd ANNUAL CHILI COOK—OFF — Trophy for 1st Prize
Nov. 10th —10 p.m. —

LO& GLO (Truck Stop Ho

Nov. 27th — 5 p.m. —

HAPPY BlRTHDAY LORREWA (All Day Night Celebration)
TURKEY DAY — FREE Buffet with All the Trimmings

Nov. — 28th —
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Mondays —
2 for 1 Domestic Beer — 8 p.m. to Closing
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& Sharon, Carin‘ & Sharin‘
What was the custody battle son and Kowalski were anything months of Kowalski‘s hospitaliza—
but Gay—rights activists—Thomp— tion, Thompson was at her side,
over Sharon Kowalski?
The recent discussions and de— son even voted for Ronald Reagan providing love and support during
bates over the question of same— for President in 1980.
her painstaking recovery.
sex marriage have to be understood A tragic accident on a Sunday At first, the Kowalski family
in the context of the decades—long night in November 1983 changed thought Thompson was a good
struggle by same—sex couples for all that.
legal recognition of their relation— Kowalski, i
ships. In the 1980s, no couple did then 28,
more to raise awareness of the in— was hit by
justice of American family law a drunk
than Karen Thompson and Sharon driver
w h il e
Kowalski.
In 1979, Thompson and driving
Kowalski became lovers, exchang— her car,
ing rings and naming each other as and she
Di.} )
life insurance beneficiaries. Liv— suffered
ing in the town ofSt. Cloud, Minn, se vere
neither was public about her Les— brain damage, losing the ability to friend, and they appreciated her
bian identity, norwas the nature of walk, care for herself, or even help. But eventually Sharon‘s par—
their relationship clear to anyone speak more than a few words at a ents began to ask questions about
but their closest friends. Thomp— time. During the first several the nature of the pair‘s relationship,
Karen

rr PAINTING
WE DO A DYNAMITE JOB
PAINTING AND SHEETROCK REPAIR
Prices
TOM ROWE & TRENT GATEWOOD FreeLow
Estimates
(901) 794—9807
MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES,
PREVIEW
BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
(Brooks
Road Only)
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) « 683—9649
Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. « 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #2 (North)
2532 N. Watkins « 358—8642
— U—PICK—EM! SPECIAL —
2528" 336° 4844" 550° 655%
-

wE NOW CARRY CD Roms

and checks accepted at#1 and #2

OPEN 7 DAYS

The GUYS Line
Meet GUYS
in Memphis
or
Nationwide!
Phone Numbers
Mailboxes
Fantasies
Live Talk

sota facility several hours from
Thompson‘s home, even though
several doctors had noted that
Sharon responded best to therapy

ianship rights as AIDS repeatedly
pitted devoted lovers against anti—
Gay parents. In August 1988,
more than a dozen cities around the
when she was in Thompson‘s pres— country held "Free Sharon
ence, and even though Sharon re— Kowalski Day" rallies to raise pub—
peatedly indicated her desire to be lic awareness of the case.
In January 1989, Thompson fi—
reunited with her lover.
An in— nally won the right to visit her
tense legal lover, although Sharon‘s father
battle en— Donald remained Sharon‘s legal
sued. At guardian. When the pair reunited,
first, Th— Sharon was moved to tears and
om ps o n typed "I love you" on her key—
focused board.
But Thompson‘s legal battle
on
the
right to was not over. Donald Kowalski
visit her had recently petitioned the court to |
Fov et. be released from his legal guard—
T _—h_~e ianship of his daughter due to his
Kowalskis and Minnesota courts own health concerns. Despite the
denied her that right for almost four fact that Thompson was the only
years. Thompson gave speeches individual to petition for guardian—
and raised funds for her legal battle ship, a Minnesota court awarded
and with a psychologist‘s guid— throughout the nation, even writ— custody of Sharon Kowalski to a
ance, Thompson explained that ing a book entitled Why Can‘t woman it called a "neutral third
Sharon Kowalski Come Home?. party." —A friend of the Kowalski
Sharon was her lover.
The Kowalskis did not take the The couple‘s plight became a ral— family, Karen Tomberlin was any—
news well. Calling Thompson lying point for Lesbian activists thing but "neutral." Tomberlin had
"sick" and "crazy," they denied her throughout the country — but it shown little interest in Sharon
further visitation rights and even also found much resonance for Gay other than to keep her away from
accused her of sexually abusing men, many of whom were them— her Lesbian lover. In awarding
their disabled daughter. They selves dealing with legal issues guardianship to Tomberlin, the
moved Sharon to another Minne— surrounding visitation and guard— court criticized Thompson for in—
vading Sharon‘s privacy by pub—
licly revealing her as a Lesbian and
using her situation to raise money.
Friends Don‘t Let
Thompson, who had never before
been a political activist or even an
Friends Drive Drunk...
open Lesbian, had a simple re—
sponse: If she didn‘t reveal the
nature of their relationship, how
could she argue that she had a right
to visitation? And if she didn‘t
raise money for legal fees, how
could she defend her position in
court?
The case finally came to an end
in 1991, when a Minnesota Court
of Appeals reversed the lower
court‘s decision and awarded
guardianship to Thompson. The
court‘s decision contained words
of encouragement for Lesbian and
Gay activists who hoped the gov—
ernment would move toward
greater recognition of same—sex
families:
"All the medical testimony es—
tablished that Sharon has the ca—
pacity reliably to express a
preference in this case, and she has
clearly chosen to return home with
Thompson if possible. This choice
is further supported by the fact that
Thompson and Sharon are a fam—
ily of affinity, which ought to be
accorded respect."

They Invite Them to

1-900-360GUYS
$1.69/min Phone Co.
1—800—610—GUYS
$2.50/minmessage
MCNisaFREE1-800-665-MALE (6253)
Record yourown
Touchtone 18+ Edgetech/Atianta

Spend the

Night.

Take the Heys, Call a Cab or
Offer Your Hospitality.
Published as a public service of the Tirangle Journal News.

David Bianco, MA, teaches Gay
and Lesbian history at the Institute
of Gay and Lesbian Education in
West Hollywood. His first book,
Modern Jewish History for Every—
one, was recently published by
History for Everyone. He can be
reached care ofthis publication or
through his E—mail address:
AriBianco@aol.com.
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The Truth
By Greg Bullard
Pastor, Safe Harbor MCC
There are other Hebrew Scrip—
tures that are used to attack people.
Instead of writing these Scripture
out (since they are fairly long), I
invite you to look up the Scriptures
listed below and try to see them
with new eyes. Please join me in
reading these: Deut. 23:17—18; I
Kings 14:22—24; I Kings 15:12;
I Kings 22:46: II Kings 23:7
These are further passages that
have been used to attack the Gay/
Lesbian community. Here the He—
brew terms are qadesh(m) and
gedeshah(f). They refer to temple
prostitutes, both male and female.
Neither of these terms imply ho—
mosexual activity. The issue again
is being "clean" according to the
law. The base sin that is discussed
and bantered around here is idola—
try, not sexual, of any sort. We find
many references that indict temple
prostitutes, but it was perfectly all
right for men to have multiple
wives, concubines, and even visit
prostitutes. It was a different day
and age. We fail to understand the
complete import of a passage if we
do not see that difference. The is—
sue is not moral condemnation
from a scriptural viewpoint, but of
ritual "uncleanlyness".
R

Any other interpretation treads
on dangerous ground.
Genesis 19:4—11
Judges 19:22
This is the place where we come
up with the idea that Sodom was
destroyed because of Homosexu—
ality. Ezekiel 16:49—50 disputes
that very claim. First God had al—
ready decide to destroy the city
before the angels ever arrived in
Sodom (Genesis 18) The passage
from Judges uses the same word
and is a similar situation, so I will
treat them as one passage. The
word used for "to know" is yadha.
That word is used 933 times non—
sexually, 10 times heterosexually,
and never in a homosexual refer—
ence. The term in Hebrew that
means "to know" in a homosexual
way is shabakh, so we know that
that is not the reference here. As a
matter of fact in Philippians 3:10—
11 Paul says he wants "to know"
Christ. Paul does not want to have
sex with Jesus, just wants to know
Jesus more personally.
The people of Sodom were ac—
tually guilty of a sin. They had bro—
ken the law of desert hospitality.
That means they owe these strang—
ers certain things. shelter, bread,
salt, and water. Those are the mini—
mums that they owe these angels.
And if they intend to do them harm
they must give them 6 hours head
start to get away, since they are not

allowed to harm those who have
eaten their food, while the food is
still in their stomachs. Yes, Lot
offers his daughters, which inter—
estingly is condoned. But it is more
as a financial sacrifice. You see he
will get money for selling them off

Church

into marriage. Yes, I did say sell
off. Women were no more than
chattel. They were property to be
owned and were considered unim—
portant.
For the next month I ask that
you reflect on your worth as a be—

Moderator

Cease—Fire

on

ing. I also ask that you remember
that God has created ALL of us in
God‘s image. That is men, women,
straight, Gay, Lesbian, bisexual,
transgendered are created in God‘s
image. God Bless!

Urges

Homosexuality

GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP) — . that diversity or must we resolve
The top elected official of the Pres—
the issue in a way ... that divides
byterian Church (USA) says
us?‘ " he said.
church leaders should declare a
Buchanan spoke Oct. 15 to
cease—fire in disputes over homo—
members of the Foothills
sexuality that he says threaten to
Presbytery, which represents
divide the denomination.
21,000 members in 65 Upstate
"We do not agree at all about— churches.
what the Bible means on this is—
In <the coming months,
sue," said John Buchanan of Chi—
presbyteries nationwide will vote
cago, elected moderator of the 3
on whether to amend the church‘s
million—member denomination this constitution to require that minis—
year.
ters be faithful in a marriage be—
"The question becomes for me:
tween a man and a woman or live
‘Can we find some way to live with
in chastity if single.

The church already has a policy
statement that bars practicing Gays
from ordination, but its Book of
Order does not include such a re—
striction.
Buchanan said Presbyterians
traditionally interpret passages in
context with the whole Bible and
through debate within the church.
"Everybody knows that if you
are willing to simply pick things
out of the text you can pretty much
find justification for whatever po—
sition you want to take on any
given issue," he said.

3rd Annual
Celebrity Hors D‘oeuvres Cook—Off
An Alliance L.L. Benefit for "Hearth & Home Fund"
Sat., Nov. 2
Pipeline — 1382 Poplar
Fabulous Prizes! Auction! Magnificent Munchies!
Call 901—388—9986 for entry Information
Space provided as a public sefvrce by The Triangle Journal News

Bringing God into your Relationships!
Join Safe Harbor as we explore putting God
in the center of your life, and join us for a
FAMILY meal afterwards...

Wednesday, Nov. 6

7:00 PM

Wednesday, Nov. 13 7:00 PM
Wednesday, Nov. 20 7:00 PM
a
1188 Faxon Ave. (corner of Faxon and Bellvue) * Pastor: Greg Bullard * Phone: 458—0501 « P.O. BOX 4169 Memphis, TN 38174 * E—mail: SAFENMCC@AOL.COM
SAFE HARBOR METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
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Usmg AIDS Database to CheckOut Dates
weeks ago at two Tampa dates who Calvert said were on the the right to appeal his dismissal,
government database as a refer— three
which took effect Oct. 11.
Bay—area newspapers and the county ‘s AIDS database.
ence
for
himself
and
his
friends,
Officials accused Calvert of
"He‘d
say,
‘Don‘t
bother
with
County Health Depart—
the Dept. of Health and Rehabili— Pinellas
violating
rules of conduct.
him,
he‘s
on
the
list,""
said
the
ment,
where
Calvert
worked
as
a
tativeCalvert
Services
Oct. 9. disks program manager since 1992. man, who spoke on condition of "We certainly
believe this is a
tooksaidcomputer
Although Calvert acknowl— anonymity. "He claims I‘m on the serious violation of the code of eth—
containing
nearly
4,000
names
of
using the database for per— list. I‘ve had people interested in ics for state employees," said
patients to a Gay bar and offered edged
sonal
reference,
he did me and then back away because Elaine Fulton—Jones, spokes—
to look up names on the list for nothing wrong. heHiscontends
woman for the HRS office for
is he‘s talked to them."
friends. Copies of the computer under investigation bydisclosure
The source said he was not on Pinellas and Pasco counties. .
the Florida
disk,
alongwith
an
anonymous
let—
AIDS patient advocates have
of Law Enforcement. the list of HIV or AIDS patients.
ter implicating Calvert, turned up Department
The man, who was interviewed cited the database leak as proof of
In an interview Oct. 7 with HRS

Health Worker Fired for

By EvanPress
PerezWriter
Associated
—State
officials
firedMIAML(AP)
a public health
worker
who
used
a
confidential
list
of
people
with AIDS and HIV to screen po—
tential dates and offered to do the
same for friends at a bar.
Williaminformation
Calvert compromised
sensitive
by using the

investigators, Calvert said he used
the database to check out his dates‘
medical history.
"I used the information if I was
dating someone," he said, accord—
ing to a transcript of the interview.
An acquaintance of Calvert‘s
told The Associated Press that he
heard Calvert warn friends about

by state investigators, said Calvert
offered to check dates out for
friends.
"He said, ‘If you tell me their
name I can tell you their medical
history,"" the source said.
Neither Calvert nor his attorney
George Hayes returned calls seek—
ing comment Oct. 9. Calvert has

the dangers of allowing the state
to keep names of HIV and AIDS
patients.
A state law that was to take ef—
fect in January would require
health workers to report to the state
the names of HIV patients. HRS
put the law on hold after the disk
was leaked.

Haitian Radio Program Claims AIDS

Is

A Myth, Urges Listeners to Abandon
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Medicine, Condoms
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. psychologist, Francelot Moise of
(AP) — Listeners to a talk show Lauderdale Lakes, a Haitian phy—
on a popular Haitian radio station sician not licensed to practice in
are being told that AIDS does not Florida, and talk show host Claude
exist and that patients should dis— Aubry.
The three say people with AIDS
continue their medicine and stop
should refuse drugs and stop us—
— using condoms.
One AIDS counselor said Hai— ing condoms because the disease
tian patients from at least four is a fabrication of U.S. pharmaceu—
treatment centers have stopped tical companies seeking to increase
seeing doctors because of the business and to curtail Haitian
show, which has been airing on population growth.
"We are not spreading lies.
Miami‘s WLQY—AM for three
What we are saying are facts," said
>
a years.
"(The shows). spreadmg a lot Saint—Fleur, who started the radio
of confusion," said Saul Gelin, a program. "I‘m happy to tell people
counselor at Center One, an AIDS the truth. I know lots of people who
treatment center in Fort Lauder— stopped taking their AIDS medi—
dale. "This is keeping people from cation and are living well."
He said people who died from
~seeking treatment."
The false message about AIDS AIDS really died from other l"has been. spread by Henri—Claude nesses, he said.
Scientists say the trio are
Saint—Fleur, a North Miami Beach

spreading nonsense.
"The things they say are so un—
scientific. But they have medical
credentials, so people believe
them," said Georges Metellus,
head of AIDS surveillance for the
public health unit in Dade County.
"It makes our job very, very diffi—
cult."
Many ‘of South Florida‘s
155,000 Haitians keep the station
on throughout the day and coun—
selors and doctors are worried
about the commentators winning ®
converts.
"Everyone has free speech, but

this has gone too far," said psychia—
trist Laurinus Pierre, head of
Miami‘s Center for Haitian Stud—
ies, which sees hundreds of AIDS
patients. "People just refuse to take
their medication. This is exactly.
what we don"t need."

Gingrich Whips Up Fear of HIV in
Criticizing Clinton‘s Asylum Policy
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House
Speaker NewtGingrich is trying to
— capitalize on anti—AIDS fear and.
prejudice by criticizing the admin—
istration for considering HIV sta—
tus in some asylum cases.
"Gingrich is créating a volatile
political mixture by whipping to—
gether the ostracism faced by
people with HIV and AIDS and the
anti—immigration fever sweeping
this country," said Winnie
Stachelberg, HRC‘s deputy direc—
tor for legislation. "This is a sorry
effort to score political points off
people with HIV and condemn
President Clinton for showing
compassion — a trait Newt
Gingrich clearly lacks."
In early October, an immigra—

tion judge in New York granted
asylum.to a30—year—old computer
engineer fromTogo on the grounds
that hé‘is HIV—positive and feared
he—would be persecuted in his
homeland. The case is believed to
be the first such court ruling stem—
ming from a change in immigra—
tion policy to allow the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service to consider HIV infection
as a factor when considering asy—
lum cases.
Gingrich has accused the ad—
ministration of creating conditions
where "you can come to America
illegally, sneak into the country,
announce that you‘re HIV—posi—
tive, be declared a political refu—
gee and be eligible for $120,000

in benefits."
E
Stachelberg said Glngnch
was
mischaracterizing the policy and
twisting facts.
—
"If you look carefully, the
policy says where appropriate,‘ the
INS can consider HIV in asylum
cases," Stachelberg said. "As for
the $120,000 in benefits, Gingrich
just made that up."
:
The Human Rights Campaign is
the largest national Lesbian and
Gay political organization, with
members throughout the country.
It effectively lobbies Congress,
provides campaign support and
educates the public to ensure that
Lesbian and Gay Americans can be
open, honest and safe at home, at
work and in the community.
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Challenge to Chapel
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) —
A lawsuit takes aim at Chapel
Hill‘s decision to provide health
insurance benefits to the partners
of homosexual employees.
The suit, filed Oct. 16 and
signed by Clemmons lawyer Nate
Pendley, asks an Orange County
Superior Court judge to void the
town‘s decision to count unmarried
partners of employees as depen—
dents for insurance purposes.
The lawsuit indicates that Town
Attorney Ralph Karpinos told town
council members in 1994 that the

Hill

eos

Pendley argued that his client
fears "retribution at the hands of
militant homosexuals and/or per—
sons sympathizing with the homo—
sexual movement as a result of his
decision to seek a determination of
this question in this court..."
The lawsuit paints the council‘s
decision as one for "the homo—
sexual lovers of town employees,"
even though the policy also cov—
ers heterosexual relationships.
Personnel Director Pat Thomas
said that the partners of five em—
ployees are now covered. All five

Denver City Workers Slow to Sign
Benefits

DENVER (AP) — As many as
200 city workers are expected to
eventually add their homosexual
partners to city—paid health insur—
ance coverage, but so far none has.
"We‘ve had a number of phone
calls inquiring about it, but as far
as anybody completing the pro—
cess, there hasn‘t been anybody,"
said Larry Mead, benefits coordi—
nator for the city‘s Career Service
Authority.
City workers became eligible to
sign up their same—sex partners for
benefits in October. Tina Scardina,

oen

oes

Insurance Benefits Filed

state‘s courts would likely rule that
an expenditure on domestic part—
ners benefits would be beyond the
town‘s authority.
Council members voted for the
benefits that year despite that opin—
ion, which Karpinos said was
quoted correctly in the lawsuit.
The decision is "an open issue
and the courts have not decided on
it," Karpinos told The Herald—Sun
of Durham.
Pendley also asked the court to
let his client use an alias, "Publius
Heterodoxus."

Controversial

inin

Up for

Pack

who fought for the controversial
ordinance, said she expects enroll—
ment to pick up after meetings this
week explaining the changes in
health—coverage policy.
Overall, 85 to 200 workers are
expected to enroll their homo—
sexual partner, with the city‘s
added cost projected between
$150,000 and $477,000 annually.
The City Council passed the
ordinance by an 11—1 vote Sept. 16.
Only Councilman Ted Hackworth
voted against the ordinance, argu—
ing that it encourages "inappropri—

ate relationships."
To add a same—sex partner and
that person‘s dependents, an em—
ployee must sign a form stating that
he or she is in a committed and
exclusive relationship with another
person. Some evidence, such as
joint property deeds or leases, bank
accounts or other documentation,
must be presented.
Unmarried heterosexual work—
ers were excluded from the new
benefits policy because city offi—
cials believed there would be a
greater chance of fraud.

are in heterosexual relationships.
The town sponsors coverage
only when workers can offer at
least three examples of financial
burdens shared with a partner, she
added. They include joint mort—
gages and powers of attorney.
"We never ask about people‘s
sex lives," Thomas said. "We ask
about financial commitments."
—The lawsuit was announced
Oct. 16 by Jack Daly, Republican
candidate for state auditor and a
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill law student who is
currently not enrolled in courses.
"People used to compare
Chapel Hill to Mayberry. Now
people compare it to Sodom and
Gomorrah," Daly said. "Decent,
God—fearing people can only take
so much. This is an abomination
that crosses the line."
Daly heads an organization

called the N.C. Fund for Individual
Rights and has filed several other
lawsuits touching on social issues,
such as minority—preference schol—
arships at the University of North
Carolina.
The use of the alias "Publius
Heterodoxus" was no accident and
is "ideal ... for a public servant try—
ing to do some good," Daly said.
Publius was the name signed to
The Federalist Papers — a series
of political essays written by
Alexander Hamilton, John Jay and
James Madison in the late 1780s.
Heterodox refers to the holding
of opinions contrary to established
beliefs.
Town Council member Richard
Franck called the litigation a cam—
paign tactic for Daly: "It‘s a bizarre
way to campaign ... that I suppose
is about as effective as any other
method of trying to reach the of—
fice of state auditor."
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10:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.
Saturday, November 16, 1996
22 Licensed Professional
Massage Therapists

DISCOVER
THE JOY OF TOUCH

GENTLE, RELAXING
MASSAGE—A—THON
at the Massage Institute of Memphis,
800 S. Cooper. Full Body Massage only $40.00.
Chair Massage only $10.00.

R

FULL BODY MASSAGE
Guaranteed Rejuvenation For
The Body and Mind.

Hosted by FM100‘s Carmen Connors to benefit
761—7977
onn si

Tom

Pitman

Nationally Certified
Massage Therapist

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Hearth & Home
EM

ENC Y...

EU.N.D

a program supported by Friends for Life
AIDS Resource Center

United Church of Christ 234 S.Watkins 278—6786
An Open and Affirmin
Sunday Worship 9:0

Congregation.
& 10:30 AM
Fellowship Hour between Services

givingDinner Schedule)
In twowords: Nearly Every—
where. The publicized locations
are 1 More (Sunday previous),
501, Crossroads, Pipeline, Sun—
shine Lounge (there beginning
frequently with breakfast).
Alliance will be
judging
Hors
d‘oeuvres on Nov. 2
and 501 will be judg—
ing chili on Nov. 24.
Alliance‘s is a benefit
for "Hearth and
Home" at Friends For
Life.
501 will alsobehost
for "Cornucopia of
Talent" to benefit the
tournament on
S SPIT
Nov 16 and "Beyond
Tea" (which includes
supper) on Nov. 17 to
benefit the Adult Spe—
McDanielswho alsoco—hosted. cial Care Clinic at the MED.
We must note here that Miss Amnesia will hold a benefit
Jezebel is a true slave to fash— for Friends For Life on Nov. 3
ion. She will take great pains to and the Queenofthe Nightpag—
look her best, so much pain in eant on Nov. 21.
fact that she swooned dead Congratulations to Scottie,
away (on stage) when she was the new Mr. Crossroads.
crowned Miss J—Wag‘s. The Gospel Show at WKRB
Dahlin‘, you know at least one raised over $400 for Hope
RG (real girl) has a tombstone House.
which refers to the unpleasant Ms. Backstreet will be cho—
results oftoo snug a foundation — sen Nov. 24. Once again the
Memphis Pride Awards will be
garment.
Miss von Furstenburg won held at Backstreet on Nov. 21.
and we had a lovely téte—a—téte The winner of Most Helpful
with her at the afterglow at Au— Charity will receive the pro—
SUSAN
I
tumn St. She seems to be a dedi— ceeds. Aballot is included else—
MACKENZIE
cated and is a very lovely en— where. I can‘t help but note that
tertainer. We look for more the award which was presented
Attorney At Law
from her. Each of the contes— to me last year (Most Outgoing)
tant‘s talent offerings were en— has been retired. I do love to be
joyable and fresh although Miss unique. I do think a write—in
Peters needs to do something vote for Organization of the
Year, since all are not charities,
about that pesky earbob.
Suite 2518
It made us wonder, as an— might be a good idea.
other Hallowe‘en passes by, if
100 N. Main Street
In Other News
Miss Gay Memphis will everbe
Memphis, Tennessee 38103 held
The Emerald Theatre Com—.
again.
It
hasbeen
promised
901—526—0809
to us for several years and has pany will present another origi—
not resurfaced. It doesn‘t mat— nal work, this time a comedy,
ter who owns the crown if no— called Disguise opening Nov.
body gets to wear or even see it 29 at TheatreWorks.
Sadly, the farewell perfor—
anymore.
By the way, Cancun Cantina mance ofthe Belle Curves (who
has moved but whatever hap— have entertained this commu—
nity to great acclaim) will be
pened to Baby Doll?
held on Nov. 23 at Changes, a
.
Bar Biz Department Peace Out. Higher education is
(Or, Truly Helpful Thanks— calling, I am told, and I truly
The Caring Center
Memphis Area Gay Youth
Tuesday Nights 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
located at First Congregational Church
Peer support and discussion group
Watkins at Eastmoreland one block south of Union
Theraputic Touch Services to the HIV/AIDS
Call Jonathan: 725—7152 Leave Message
community, call 278—6786 for information
Published as a public service of The Triangle Journal News
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mmi, Vote!
remembered thatwe goback an
awful lot of years with John
Denney (proprietress of
Sweetpeas Flowers) and we
were in the end delighted to
have chosen this event.
The party room at Sweetpeas
has a nice touch of elegance to
it. The little four—contestant
pageant was not elaborately
produced but had a very show—
tune tone to it. Howevah, the
ambiance was set up to be el—
egant and it worked. The cover
included heavy hors d‘oeuvres
which were almost supper and
most plentiful. Tables and
chairswere provided forevery—
one. People were dressed up!
The talent was of uniform high
calibre and several unexpected
comic situations kept the
evening light and fun. You
could evensee in there; it was a
real pleasure to be in a lighted
room that was not designed to
be dark.
The four contestants were
Jezebel, Camille Collins,
Sophia Diamond and Alexis
von Furstenburg. Alexis von
Spalding was jobbed in as an
entire mob of paparazzi, and
‘sumed a
ly repeat—
1 event in
After all,
chased to
—mber ev—

ie WKRB
if I have
ut I try as I
aething in—
perusal.
community
ts entire so—
r.

Quick!
uick!
If you read
fast enough
you may be ab ‘to make any
of several costu:~e contests on
Oct. 26 and 31 and the Billy
Cross Memorial Benefit, pro—
ceeds to Memphis Area Gay
Youth, on the 27th.

Lady A.‘s Corner
Of the myriad things Gay
Memphis had lined itself up to
do on Oct. 19 we found our—
selves at Miss Sweetpeas. Dur—
ing the course of the evening we

special guest performers were
Trixie Thunderpussy (in one of
her own elegant creations),
Sofonda Peters (whowhispered
to us about her birthday bash
coming up in ‘97), Holli Daze,
Big Jo, John Denney and Hetti
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wish both of them well.
The dormant RainbowReci—
pes cookbook is back in the
works and with luck may be
ready for the holidays. Anyone
wishingtohelpout can call 725—
1698 for the latest.
A section of the Names
Project Quiltwill have a several
day display after World AIDS
Day in December. The com—
memoration will again be at
Temple Israel as will the dis—
play. Volunteerswith time dur—
ing the day can call 754—9423
and ask for Terry Orgel.
Another pioneer in our com—
munity had much more thanhis
allotted 15 minutes offame. Bill
Kendall, former managerofthe
Guild ArtTheatre andearly Gay
activist was interviewedforthe
WKNO Memphis Memories
specialand guest—starred at a li—
brary screening ofReturn tothe
Ritz, a documentary about the
history ofthe art/foreign film in
Memphis. The documentary in—
cluded the Gay/Lesbian films
shown at the infamous "Laven—
derCinema" knownto devotées
as the "Purple Picture Show".
Miss Kendall has just about
done it all.
Short Conversation
Sam Graves (for the mil—
lionth time): "Is my name in
the paper?"
Lady A.: "If you were 40
years younger this would cost
you plenty!"
Public Service
Announcement
First Congregational Church
is the new location forThe Car—
ing Center, a group ofvolunteer
receptionists and practitioners
dedicated to bringing alterna—
tive and complimentary ser—
vices to the AIDS community.
A variety of different types of
"laying on of hands" are avail—
able such as healing touch,
theraputic touch or massage
therapy that may promote com—
fort, pain relief and relaxation.
For information, call the church
or ask in person on Tuesday
nights between 7 p.m. and 9
p.m.
Final Round
The nicest thing about choos‘
ing to be out is not having to
worry about beingouted. Not to
mention the role model poten—
tial.
For God or Goddess‘ sake,
VOTE!!!!! If you didn‘t vote,
your bitching is just so much
broken wind.
3
Taa.
V. A.

SafewHarborMCC To
1
By Greg Bullard
Pastor, Safe Harbor MCC
Safe Harbor Metropolitan
Community Church will be re—
locating to a new place of wor—
ship beginning Sun., Nov. 3.
The church had begun to
look for a new worship location
when the old Springdale UMC
was placed on the market. Since:
that time the church has had two
contracts placed on it. Safe Har—
bor decided to relocate to 1188
Faxon Ave. a home on the cor—
ner ofFaxon and Bellevue, one
block north of North Parkway.
This location is better suited to
the short—term needs of the con—
gregation in many ways. It al—
leviates a problem with limited
access to its worship facility,
and it opens new possibilities
for ministry. The chairperson of
the Building Committee is con—
fident that the church can raise
the down payment for a Wor—
ship/ Ministry facility. The
1188 Faxon Ave. location will
seat between 40—50 comfort—
ably.
This move will allow the
church to have two worship cel—
ebrations on Sundays, one in the
morning and one in the evening.
It will also allow for the Chris—
tian Education Program and
Wednesday meals to have a
central location to meet. The
Wednesday program will con—
tinue to feature the powerful in—
tercessory prayer service after
the meal. The Wednesday pro—
grams are designed to be a
come—and—go type of thing to
encourage personal study, fel—
lowship through the breaking of
bread, and an active prayer life.
The church has begun its plan—

a mixture of elements from di—
verse faith backgrounds.
Safe Harbor also named sev—
eral new ministers this past
month. The following new min—
isters were appointed this past
month: Mrs. Linda Read, Min—
ister of Prayer; Ms. Margaret
Henkle, Minister of Families;
Mr. David Freudiger, Minister
of Administration; Mr. Michael
Beal, Minister of Fellowship.
Mrs. Read is responsible for
developing the churches prayer
life and the intercessory prayer
team. This prayer ministry is
one of the strongest ministries
that the church has. Ms. Mar—
garet Henkle will work with our
families in their various forms:
singles, Gay/Lesbian couples,
and straight singles and couples.
There is a significant group of
straight persons that view Safe
Harbor as their church home.
This ministry will be family
groups that are grouped accord—
ing to interest or location.
Mr. David Freudiger is re—
sponsible for the smooth opera—
tion of the church, including be—
nevolences. David is truly
gifted in this area and much will
be accomplished in this area due
to his diligence.
Mr. Michael Beal is the Min—
ister of Fellowship, which is
responsible for developing a
planned ministry of fellowship
and breaking of bread among
the faithful. He has functioned
in this manner for quite some—
time, implementing the monthly
pot lucks on the last Sunday of
every month after Worship, and
is developing more opportuni—
ties for this needed ministry. A
worship team was also named
that will help to develop the
worship life of the church.

ning for a worship celebration
that will be on Sunday mornings
beginning on Dec. 1. This new
celebration will feature a more
evangelical style of worship.

Safe Harbor also made a de—
cision to concentrate its
monthly in<kind offering for
two organizations. These

This will look/feel very similar —
to many celebrations that one
would see in a Baptist, Presby—
terian or United Methodist
church. The evening worship
celebration will continue to be

monthly offerings will go to
Friends for Life AIDS Re—
sources on odd months and the
YWCA‘s Abused Women‘s
Shelter on even months. During
the holiday months of Thanks—

ovA.“nnono
3
esNewniiMlnlsters
munity in a balanced plan of all that wish to know the God
ministry that shows God is love of love and serve that God to
for all people.
join us on this journey. Come
Safe Harbor is moving in and celebrate!
more ways than one. We invite
giving and Christmas both or—
ganizations will be offered as—
sistance. These represent our
commitment to work within and
without the Gay/Lesbian com—

Hetero—Sexuals Originally Perverts
By Jim Harrington
new type of social system.
magnified the sexual pleasure
Back in—. Vienna, —Dr. principle, while the Depression
It was not until 1934 that Sigmund Freud (say Froyd), and World War II lowered birth
Webster‘s Dictionary, 2nd un— was
developing the practice of rates. Following the post—war
abridged edition, first defined psycho—analysis
his con— baby—boom, all of the civil
‘heterosexuality‘ as it is now cept, "The OedipusandComplex."
movements erupted in the
commonly understood, as ‘nor— | In 1905, he was the first to use rights
1960s, including Equality for
mal.‘ What follows are some the word heterosexual‘ as op— Women, and feminist and Gay
facts and the highlights from the — posite of ‘homosexual‘ in his liberation. As demands for so—
enlightening new paperback, medical text, The Theory of cial changes continue, we have
TheInvention ofHeterosexual—
Gradually these ideas traditional family values, bat—
ity by Jonathan Ned Katz, Sexuality.
and writings by other medical tered and abandoned women
Plume/Penguin Books, 1996. men evolved an explanation for and children, sexual harass—
The unique contribution of the new sexual pleasure—social ment, soaring divorce rates and
the Gay author was to question system:
Heterosexuals were right—to—choose/abortion issues.
and then investigate the origin normal while,
of course, males
Because this is the first docu—
of the idea, heterosexual "nor— and heterosexuals
were superior mented study of how hetero—
mality." Wouldn‘t youknow, it to females and homosexuals. sexuality was invented and de—
was the opposite—sex and same— These new medical words and veloped, the author expects re—
sex "perversions" of having ideas filtered down to the gen— lated work by others to follow.
sex—for—pleasure. (GASP!) Not eral public and finally became Therefore his 191—page text is
to go forth and multiply, or part
of our language.
by 45 pages of
breed, ormake babieswas "con— Early 19th century reproduc— accompanied
notes and 34 pages of bibliog—
trary tonature" in 19th century tion attitudes and late 19th cen— raphy for furtherreading. The
Europe andthe Americas. So, tury sex—for—pleasure practices — writing style is aimed at thegen—
in the pre—psychiatric era of only part of the story. About eral reader and the publisher
Vienna, Austria, two medical are
1880 the women‘s movements «classifies the book under: Sexu—
terms were invented in 1868 to began
with anti—saloon leagues, ality/Gay Studies. You even get
define these ‘perverts‘: Homo— child anti—labor
and the a foreword by Gore Vidal and
sexual and Heater—sexual, to Suffragettes rightlaws
—to—vote de— an afterword by Lisa Duggan
contrast with "the reproductive mands. From the very begin— that emphasizes the importance
sexual instinct." These new ning, the male ideas of hetero— of this ground—breaking study.
medical terms appeared in the sexuality
("father knows best" If you read it, you‘ll find a lot
English 1893 translation of Dr. and "a woman‘s
is in the more dirt under the heterosexual
Krafft—Ebing‘s Psychopathia home,") were no place
longer accept— carpet!
Sexualis.
These newly—coined words able. The roaring 208‘ Jazz Age
indirectly recorded the change
in sexual practices, resulting
from the Industrial Revolution
and the decline of agricultural—
based economies. Large fami—
lies were no longer needed to
work the land, when machinery
NOW TJN CAN BE
was more efficient and could
also produce an endless variety
REACHED BY
of factory—made goods. The
Syfat o
s
middle class and other city folks
were already reducing birth
TJNMEMPHIS @ .
rates, indulging in perverted
sex—for—pleasure and creating a
AOL.COM
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Tennessee NOW Conference
Saturday features plenary at French Quarter Suites. Sat— Meristem will host another
By Virginia Stallworth
sessions in which we will dis— urday events begin with regis— book signing—this time for
The 1996 Tennessee NOW cuss the aftermath of the No— tration at 8:30 a.m. and the first Judy and her new book, The
conference promises to be one vember elections, with a par— plenary session at 9 a.m.
Homo Handbook, a hilarious
of the most exciting confer— ticularemphasis on the Tennes— After a day oforganizing, we survival guide for Lesbians and
ences of the year! We have a see legislature, and the upcom— will be entertained by feminist Gay men which came out Oc—
packed agenda of organizing, ing National NOW conference comedian Judy Carter of tober 11. Entertainment festivi—
sharing experiences and fun, to be held in Memphis on July Venice, Calif. Judy has ap— ties will begin at 8 p.m. Judy‘s
fun, and more fun planned. 4—6, 1997. During workshops, peared on HBO, Showtime, concert and book signing will
The where andwhen are: No— we will learn and share experi— Comedy Central and at numer— be followed by a dance.
vember 22—23, 1996, at the ence on a number ofissues: dis— ous NOW conferences. Since What you need to know to be
French Quarter Suites , 2144 ability rights, welfare, the con— coming out, Judy has trans— a part of the fun: Conference
Madison at Cooper in Mem— nections between feminist is— formed her art from "nice registration is $35 for NOW Patricia Ireland
phis.
sues, Lesbian and Gay rights in straight girl" to a wild "not—so— members (with sliding scale to
The conference festivities the 90s and beyond. One of the nice, not—so—straight" act. In her $0), $40 for non—NOW mem— ing for) to Susan Mackenzie,
begin with a reception on Fri— highlights of the day will be the new show, she tackles Gay re— bers. Conference registration 1387 Linden Ave. Memphis,
day night at 8 p.m. at the home luncheon featuring keynote lationships, politics and—being does not include the luncheon TN 38104. Tickets for the lun—
of Susan Mackenzie and Vir— speaker Patricia Ireland, Na— a world class magician—mind— or the Judy Carter concert and cheon and Judy Carter concert
ginia Stall—worth, 1387 Linden tional NOW president. Mem— boggling magic tricks, includ— book signing. Luncheon tickets will also be available at Mer—
Ave. (at Pine). This is a great phis‘ Meristem bookstore will ing a death—defying escape from are $15 for conference partici— istem. To pay bycredit card for
chance to meet Patricia Ireland, host a book signing for her grandmother‘s girdle! Femi— pants, $20 for non—conference any of the events, call Susan
visit with old friends, make new Patricia‘s new book, What nists ofall orientations will find participants. Judy Carter tickets Mackenzie at 526—0809. There
friends, and partake of good Women Want immediately fol— Judy‘s show a hilarious adven— are $5 for conference partici— will be a 5 percent service
food and drink.
lowing the keynote presentation ture. Following Judy‘s show, pants or $10 advance $15 at the charge on payments by credit
door. To register, send check card. For more information,
(made out to TN NOW for ap— contact Virginia Stallworth at
propriate amount and state (901) 272—0560, or e—mail at
_ which events you are register— Vastallworth@msuvx2.memphis.edu.

November
Specials
B. Y. O0. B.
Cntoi wo
always
Halloween Party & Costume Ton
Friday November 1st
Pad Pui Pg [Poul Pint Pay Pout [Pal FAt
Wednesday, Thursday & Sunday‘s
$3.00 Draft Beer Bust & $ 1.00 Set—ups
5 pm — 12 am
—
P9 Every Other Friday is Talent Night sis)
November 8th & 22 th
Saturday‘s we Party & have Shows
mua!‘ Fa? a/! Pm! Fut [Fan! Prat Fing! Pax
Thanks to everyone for making our 1st year Great !!!
If you missed Aphrodite, then you missed the Show
of the Year ! They were Awesome !!! Look for them
again soon. The band ‘Stone‘ appearing Nov or Dec.
me ms AJ As may far Fat Ag Aa ew As Ag Aur rw Ay Ay A Aw eas eas egt ome
3883 Hwy 45 N
(3 miles N of |—40 at Ashport)
Jackson, TN
"*Jackson‘s Only Friendly Bar"
901—668—3749
Security Wed, Fri & Sat.

Memphis NOW
Chapter Elections
By Virginia Stallworth
The Memphis Chapter of the National Organization for
Women (NOW) held annual elections last month. Elected
to office were: Virginia Stallworth, president; Susan
Mackenzie, vice president; Leslie Hester, treasurer; and
Cindy Howard, secretary.
The chapter is currently busy preparing for the Tennes—
see NOW stateconference to be held in Memphis, No—
vember 22—23, 1996. Memphis NOW is also planning its
annual fund—raiser to benefit the YWCA‘s Abused
Women‘s Services, which is tentatively scheduled for Feb—
ruary 1997. Another major focus is planning for the 1997
National NOW conference which will be held July 4—6,
1997, at the Peabody Hotel in Memphis. This conference
will bring a thousand feminists to the Memphis area.
Memphis NOW will continue to provide a feminist voice
addressing NOW‘s priority issues: Lesbian and Gayrights,
abortion/reproductive rights, equality, stopping violence
against women, and eradicating racism.
Memphis NOW welcomes new members. The chapter
meets the second Thursday each month at the YWCA, 766
South Highland, at 7 p.m. The next meeting will be Thurs.,
Nov. 14. There will also be a National NOW conference
planning meeting on Thurs., Nov. 7 at 7 p.m. For more
information, call 272—0560.

Q@UEEK Science
by Dr. Simon LeVay See page 16
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The Death of

‘that the dynamic shifted literally
overnight once Hitler took office.
One day the Jews and Germans co—
existed, the next morning Germans
spit on and kicked "Jewish slime."
Granted, once Hitler was solidly
in office and articulating policy, it is
perhaps more understandable that
few in the German populace would
actively defy him (though, hero—
ically, some did, as evidenced by the
few who hid Jews from imminent
deportation); defiance meant impris—
onment or death. But, such things as
Hitler‘s ascendancy to power hap—
pen gradually, "incrementally." As
Gore Vidal has said: Peopledo not
take over the democratic world, they
insinuate themselves into it, as re—
ception relies on public sentiment,
which must be impressed, swayed,
or manufactured.
I see repeatedly in these ac—
counts the figure of Josef Mengele,
the man personally responsible for
the deaths of so many at
Auschwitz. Upon arrival, the Jews
lined up before him and were di—
rected with a practiced point of the
finger left or right. Left was for
children and the elderly, the most

“famrly
members as cowards.
The decision to come out of the
closet is as personal as the deci—
sion to join the military, get mar—
ried, have a child or abort it. We
cannot, in our zeal to further Gay
rights, choose to out someone sim—

ply because we believe it is the
right thing to do. Consider the 30—
year—old man who wants to tell his
80—year—old grandmother that he is
Gay. The grandmother is a staunch
fundamentalist, a southern Baptist,
a member of the Daughters of the
American Revolution and a dyed—
in—the—wool Republican. She has
been married for more than 50
years and raised five children, all
of whom grew up, got married, and
had children themselves. This
grandmother‘s life has been
steeped in southern fundamental—
ist traditions and beliefs. Should
the young grandson shock her
value system by informing her of
his sexuality. I say no. If you dis—
agree, ask yourself these two ques—
tions: Is what I am going to do
kind? Is what I am going to do nec—
essary?
Is it kind to destroy a relation—
ship that you have spent years
building? Is it kind to throw a mon—
key wrench into the belief system
of a grandparent who has 80 years
of trials and tribulations to get her
where she is today. No! It is not!
Is it necessary? What useful
purpose would be accomplished by
telling her. There are some bad
things which might occur. Such
knowledge could cause a mental
trauma that would hasten her
death. She could spend the remain—
der of her years wondering where
. she or the child‘s mother went
wrong. She could decide to disin—
herit the sinful grandson. The bot—
_ tom line is, it is much more
See Which Way Out on page 36

expedient in a world view of hu—
man disposability, and for anyone
else deemed unable to work. Right
was spared momentarily, but only
that.
In our horrific, perhaps irratio—
nal fear of responsibility, we are
forever giving these decisions to
Mengeles, people who hate them—
selves, yet unable to kill them—
selves, must kill anyone else in
whom they see their reflections
cast. Think of, among others, Roy
Cohn, whose self—loathing pro—
jected outward in the 50s, ruining
the lives of many more innocent
than he. likewise Mengele, a dark
Gypsy, who was every bit the
epitome of what Hitler wished to
rid Germany of. Self—hatred be—
comes mass destruction, and too
often we endorse the process with—
out so much as scrutinizing it.
We are discouraged from inde—
pendent thinking in this country.
The practice is labeled un—Ameri—
can, when paradoxically there is

nothingmore un—American than to
dictate what people can think. In
the face of an ever—shifting politi—
cal vista, it‘s essential that we be—
come, or remain, self—aware. New
York performance artist Penny
Arcade has said that "our govern—
ment doesn‘t want people to fuck,
because people who fuck, think."
Aside from the connections in such
a statement between sexual aware—
ness and awareness in general, the
theory applies toward virtually all
other levels of consciousness. To
be aware of oneself is to be aware
of one‘s neighbor, and the world
shared between.
The flip side is uncon—
scionability, which is to say utter
lack of inner moral restraints and
urges, a state of being which wel—
comes outside intervention, easily
lends itself to the kinds of dicta—
torships which made the Holocaust
feasible, and canonizes disturbed
figures who need our help more
than we need theirs.
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Homosexuallty Urges Classroom Discussion
F|Im on
mosexuality with comments like,
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — "What‘s
the big whoop?" or,
Children
are
never
too
young
to
Gay. Well, so what?"
learn how to respect people who "They‘re
The documentary also includes
are different from them, including a quick
of a newspaper article
homosexuals, accordingto adocu— about theshotNew
Ipswich teacher
mentary
shown
over
the
weekend.
for assigning books about
A New Hampshire Gay educa— fired
tors group sponsored the premiere Gays in her classroom. She was
ofIt‘s Elementary: TalkingAbout laterIt reinstated.
also shows a heated
GayConcord
Issues inCitySchool
on Oct. 6 at Merrimack
School Board meeting
the
Auditorium.
which residents debated a
About 100 people, mostly edu— during
policy that would have banned the:
cators,
attendedCity
the film‘sopening
or discussion of homo—
at the Concord
Auditorium. teaching
issues in the classroom.
The documentary, expected to sexual
Ken Coleman, the Merrimack
beviewers
nominated
an Oscar, takes School
Board chairman who
intosixforclassroomsaround
Lesbians probably do have an said.
fought the policy, spoke at the pre—
the
country
where
teachers
and
agenda,
like every other group
Teaching tolerance is not
miere. He told the audience that in
students,discuss
gradesonethrough
eight, order
from the PTA to the Utah Educa— enough, said panelist Debra
to prevent violence and dis—
openly
Gay and Lesbian
tion Association to Republicans Burrington, a University of Utah
crimination against Gays and Les—
issues.
professor and a Lesbian. "I don‘t
and Democrats.
bians, New Hampshire must give
The
film
opens
with
U.S.
Sen.
"No
one
agenda
should
drive
want to be tolerated, I want to be
its
teachers
more
leeway
in
the
BobSenate
Smith about
givingwithholding
a speech before
s
policy, but all should be part of the respected."
so they can properly
the
fed— classroom
debate,"
she
said.
Gayle
Ruzicka
of
the
Utah
address homosexuality issues with
eral
from school districts
She said Utah‘s elecied bodies, Eagle Forum said there is a differ—
_
that funding
discuss homosexuality
in the theirThestudents.
from
the Legislature to state and ence between teaching respect and
filmmakers
stressed
they
classroom.
local
school boards, need to be teaching children to accept an "im—
not trying to teach children
A very angry Smith waves his are
more
diverse
so thatall views are moral behavior."
about sex, or encourage them to
hands around and yells, "We must become
"It sends a message that it is OK
represented.
Gays or Lesbians. Instead,
protect
the
taxpayers
by
keeping
to be homosexual. That is not
State
law
prohibits
teaching
the
their
goal
is
to
teach
children
to
this trash out of our schools. And respect people who are different
acceptance or advocacy of homo- right," she said.
that‘sThewhatfilmmakers
it is. It‘s trash."contrast from them, eliminate negative ste—
Ruzicka said if schools are talk—
sexuality.
®
Barrett
said
that
does
not
mean
ing
about acceptance of homosexu—
reotypes of homosexuals and pre—
Smith‘s
comments
with
those
by
teachers
and
administrators
should
alltyit
is contrary to whatmany—
vent
they
are.
I
don‘t
young students, who react to ho—
among Gay people, especially
teenagers.
"I just think everybody needs to
see it," said Concord resident Carol
Moore, a state representative and
psychotherapist who attended the
premiere.
Moore said she believes Gay
issues should be more openly dis—
cussed in New Hampshire‘s class—
rooms.

"We should support what chil—
dren already know instinctively:
They know that people should be
treated justly and fairly," Moore
said.
Several teachers who attended
the premiere said they would like
to have more freedom in their
classroom to talk to kids about is—
sues facing Gays and Lesbians. .
Many of them spoke on the condi—

tion of anonymity for fear of los—
ing their jobs or causing trouble in
their school district.
The premiere was presented by
the New Hampshire chapter of The
Gay, Lesbian and Straight Teach—
ers Network. The state group,
which formed a year ago, aims to
end anti—Gay violence and dis—
crimination through education.

Gay Agenda is About Respect,
Recruitment,

future violence and suncrdesr
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want them to. live in secrecy, I
don‘t want them to lie," he said.
When students at East High
School proposed to form a Gay—
straight alliance last school year,
the Salt Lake City School Board
decided to ban all clubs not related
to academic courses rather than
allow the club to form.
The Legislature enacted a law
prohibiting teachers from promot—
ing any illegal activity.
State School Board member
Daryl Barrett told the crowd of 150
Wednesday night that Gays and
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SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — If
there is a Gay agenda in public
education, it is about respect — not
recruitment, said Clayton Vetter, a
Skyline High School debate coach
who this year announced he was
homosexual.
"The question really should be:
Do you think respect should be
taught at school? Do you think
children should be safe at school?
Or shouldn‘t all families be cel—
ebrated?" Vetter said during a
panel discussion Wednesday. "If
that is what we are talking about,
then yes, there is an agenda."
"I want children to be rein—
forced for who
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Gay Teacher Says

just dismissstudents whoask ques- parents are teaching their children
tions about homosexuality or ig— at home.
nore derogatory comments they _ "F expect public schools to up—
hear in the hallways and on play— hold my values. You can‘t. You
grounds.
don‘t. You shouldn‘t teach that ho—
"Those incidences should be mosexuality is an acceptable
used as an opportunity to teach and lifestyle," she said.
learn respect for all people," she
Activists Rally for
Cross—Dressing Boy

BURLINGTON, Vt. (AP) —
Though he was not at the rally,
A group of about 40 protesters ral— Stickney sent a message that was
lied Oct. 5 to support the boy who read aloud.
%
was forbidden from. wearing a
"This is not just my own per—
dress to Burlington High School sonal issue," Stickney wrote.
last month.
"Young people must be more se—
The demonstration took place cure of their own identities ... the
on the steps of the Unitarian Uni— issue is not just about cross dress—
versalist Church on Pearl Street, ing at Burlington High, it‘s draw—
and was sponsored by a national ing awareness to a sensitive issue."
protest group, Transexual Menace,
"This is all about fear," said
and several local organizations.
Burlington City Councilor Dave
"An integral part of democracy Keller. "There is a huge need, for
is diversity," said Worcester resi— the school system in particular, to
dent Laurie Labarthe, who used to educate kids today...that it‘s OK to
be a man, but after an operation, be yourself."
became a woman. "Diversity is
Others, like Ricki Anne
messy, exciting, wonderful and it Wilchins, a New York City resi— —
moves us forward."
dent and founding member of the
Matt Stickney wore a dress to protest group Transexual Menace,
school Sept. 9. School officials told said transgendered people are of—
the 15—year—old he could not wear ten harassed and physically
the dress to school again because harmed for being different.
it was disruptive. Stickney was
Others at the rally wantedto
suspended for swearing at the thank Stickney for being himself.
school principal, and 100 students —
"He‘s the one who told me how
protested the officials‘ decision to express myself," said Grace
banning his dress. Stickney was Treanor, a Burlington High fresh—
also attacked by a 17—year—old man. "Thank you Matt, for teach—
South Burlington boy.
ing me something."
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Frenching

in

Montréal

Hotel des Gouveneurs are the ma—
— jor bars and nightclubs, while to
the right is a Metro station for sub—
He took my hand beneath the
table as we shared coffee at four way access to the rest of the city.
in the morning, our green cups There are many less expensive ho—
tel and bed—and—breakfast options
clinking softly in their saucers.
in the area that are worth trying,
Montréal was shutting down for
but for a short weekend, I wanted
the night, but Christian had insisted
immediate gratification. I
on buying me café au lait. His dark
was ready to explore.
eyes sparkled, as his lips moved in
Montréal is a city of
outlines of their strange cadences
of Canadian French. I watched his parts. More than two—
thirds of Montréal‘s mil—
lips move, as his hand stroked mine
lion inhabitants speak
beneath the table. This was what
French, the largest French—
I‘d come to Montréal for. To fall
speaking population out—
in love with the French all over
side of Europe. Even if
f
again, but on the other side of the
you
speak
French
French,
#
Atlantic.
however,
Canadian
I‘d flown to Montréal on a spe—
French is pronounced dif—
cial fare, wondering what I would
ferently. When the French settled
find in this island city, at the junc—
Canada in the 1600s at Ville Marie
tion of the St. Lawrence and Ot—
de Montréal, the language essen—
tawa rivers. I landed at the
tially stopped evolving. Hence the
Montréal airport and hopped a $9
difference between Canadian
Canadian Blue Line bus to the Ter—
French and French French today.
walk
minutes‘
two
About
minus.
French Canadians tend to sound
away was the Hotel des
like Swedes on acid speaking
Gouveneurs, on Rue St. Catherine.
French, but French Canadians eas—
This four—star hotel is inexpensive
ily understand French French pro—
by big city standards ($70/night).
nunciations. Besides, in the service
The exchange rate favors the
industries, everyone speaks En—
American dollar.
glish,
and body language is always
Rue St. Catherine is the main
an option.
Gay street in town, so to the left
Montréal is also divided into
down Rue St. Catherine from the
By Kevin Isom

Christmas Parade
Gays

old and modern parts. The Old City
is in the original Ville Marie de
Montréal. Perched above the har—
bor, the Old City is a maze of nar—
row streets, restored buildings, and
old houses, built around a central
square with pretty, if touristy, cafés
and restaurants. Atop the square
sits the grand Hotel de Ville, or city
hall, reigning over the colorful

street performers and vendors in
the square.
Aside from the Old City, the
Basilique de Notre Dame is worth
a leisurely visit. So is Mont—Royal,
which rises at the center of
Montréal, and stately McGill Uni—
versity, Canada‘s Harvard. At the
opposite end of the spectrum is the
modern part of Montréal, with its
skyscrapers, museums, theaters
and shopping.
At the conclusion of a walking
day, dinner at the Saloon Café, a
pleasant, trendy Gay restaurant and

Permit Sought,

café just down Rue St. Catherine
from several of the Gay clothing
and bookshops, fits the bill per—
fectly. This is the time to peruse
the English portions of Montréal‘s
Gay newspapers before the
evening.
At night, Gay Montréal comes
alive. My first night in Montréal, I
went to Campus, on Rue St.
Catherine, where beautiful,
built men dropped their
clothes on stage and in pri—
vate dances. After overload—
ing at Campus, Friday is for
Skyy, on Rue St. Catherine,
with its Big Time Fag Bar
dance club upstairs. The
y,
dance club is small and dark,
*%, but so many people crowd its
" limited space that you‘re
forced to make acquaintan—
ces.
Saturday is for KOX, a much
larger dance club in an old Cana—
dian post office. The music and the
lasers give the club a big party feel.
Shirtless, sweaty men abound, and
the DJ occasionally speaks En—
glish, to comic effect for anglo
ears.
Completing the club scene is
Sunday happy hour at Skyy down—
stairs. Cheap beer makes for spar—
kling conversation; or at least the
impression thereof. The bar is
well—lit and cosy. Between the

twangy accents in French and the
warmth of the people, Montréal
seemed much like the towns of
Southern France—the same
warmth, vitality and joie de vivre.
My visit slowly winded its way
down to my café with Christian
Sunday morning, until that, too,
came to its natural conclusion. As
Christian walked me back to my
hotel, his hand firmly holding
mine, a lone taxi whizzed by on the
empty street. We exchanged quiet
pleasantries in soft—spoken French,
neither of us wanting the night to
end. I knew that my plane would
leave in six hours, yet I continued
the parlay, watching the frosty air
from our breath mingling between
our faces. Then, beneath the watch—
ful eye of the hotel‘s doorman,
Christian kissed my cheeks in the
French style, first one, then the
other, until midway through the
third pass our lips met and pressed,
joining and opening.
Romance still exists. Find it
French style in Montréal.
Kevin Isom is a writer and at—
torney in Atlanta, Ga. His work
includes humor commentaries in
Gay and Lesbian newspapers and
magazines throughout the US and
Canada, as well as short stories in
magazines and anthologies in the
US, Canada, and France.

But

Unwelcome

KEY WEST, Fla. (AP) — A
fundamentalist pastors‘ group that
organizes the annual Christmas pa—
rade doesn‘t want Gays to be part
of the festivities.
But the city commission says
unless everyone can participate, it
won‘t grant a parade permit to the
Lower Keys Ministerial Associa—
tion. The issue could come to a
vote by the first week of Novem—
ber.
"It‘s a community parade, and
we feel that everyone in the com—
munity should be afforded an op—
participate,"
to
portunity
Weekley
Jimmy
sioner
Commis
said. "The message of Christmas
is one of unity."
But the pastors‘ group, which
has about 15 members from a half—
dozen churches across the lower
Florida Keys, hopes to convince
commissioners to abandon the no—
exclusion condition.
"We‘re going to... wait to see if
in fact that‘s what‘s going to hap—
pen," the Rev. Gary Redwine said.
"We will have representatives (at
the. commission meeting) and we‘ll
see what happens."
The Bible doesn‘t condone ho—
mosexuality, said Redwine, pastor
of the Big Coppitt First Baptist
Church in Big Coppitt Key.
The group banned the Gay Met—
ropolitan Community Church from
last year‘s parade, causing an up—

roar in Key West‘s large homo—
sexual community.
Some 200 people held a prayer
vigil and about 400 others dressed
as angels and shepherds and
marched past the vigil. Some by—
standers held protest placards and
Gay groups accused the pastors of
un—Christian behavior.
The parade, however, pro—
ceeded peacefully down the famed
Duval Street. It is held before
Christmas every year.
After commissioners discussed
the no—exclusion condition, the
ministerial council argued that its
religious freedom is being
trampled.
Pastors also pointed to the U.S.
Supreme Court decision last year

allowing a Boston veterans‘ group
organizing the St. Patrick‘s Day
Parade to ban homosexuals.
The court ruled unanimously
that since the parade is a private
event and a symbolic form of free
speech, the organizers have the
right to decide what groups and
messages are included.
Meanwhile, Gay churchgoers in
the Keys say they have as much
right as anyone to be in the parade,
and will apply to be included.
"We‘re a viable part of the com—
munity here and an influential
one," said Bruce Zabov, a Metro—
politan board member. "Our be—
liefs are no different from theirs.
... I feel we have an absolute right
to be part of a Christian parade."
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g Sad to Say, Happy to Hear
chance of coming to a vote,
wayHappy
back towhen.say... It‘s actually all little
By Butch Valkentine
much less passing. Those Republi—
cans—there they go again—they are
about
a protein
onthethedoorway
gene called
Happytohear...I‘mhavinganaf—
to try.
CKR—5,
and
i
t
is
that
termajorfund—raisingeventforthenew
glow! "The Day After,"the first lets the virus pass into the cell. A stillSadgoingto say...
People from the
transgender
community
have always
mutantCKR—5genecannotproduce
HearthandHomeEmergency
Fund,
theprotein,thusshuttingthedoorto
felt
they
were
trapped
in
the wrong
raised
over
$9000!!
After
expenses
body,
thereby
undergoing
an expen—
the
virus.
It
is
all
very
fascinating.
weforthis?ThewaitstaffatMaxwell‘s,
made $6909. But are you ready RememberCKR—5, as itwill lead to sive ($10—20K) and painful
sex
change
operation,
at
their
own
ex—
new
meds
or
a
vaccine
that
mimics
.
where
the
special
brunch
was
held,
pense,
to
correct
"nature‘s
mistake."
the
protective
mutant‘s
effect.
This
notonlygaveuptheirbeautifulSun—
Happy to hear... People will be
discovery
will benefit all the races leaving
day
afternoon
for
the
benefit,
but
more than just their hearts
ofthe
world.
theydonated$315intipstothefund.
Sad
to
say...
Gays
have
been
in
San
Francisco.
A measure will be
Doyourmath...wenetted$7224for
introduced
to
broaden
municipal
bashedtohellandbacksincethe
©94
emergency
services!
A
big
Thank
employees‘
insurance
to
cover sex
elections,when
the
House
and
Sen—
You
to
the
200—plus
people
who
at—
change
operations
for
those
who
ate
went
Republican.
Clinton
has
a
tended,tothestaffatMaxwell‘s,and
consider
the
gender
transformation
slimleadinTennesseeandSen.
Fred
toPromusforsponsoringthebrunch.
necessity.
Thompson
(R) hasahuge leadover a medical
Bless
you
all.
Sad
to
say...
HIV—positive heavy—
Democraticopponent,HoustonGor—
Sad
to
say...
It
has
always
been
weight
Tommy
Morrison was
don.
puzzlingwhysome.peoplewithHIV
banned
from
boxing
only because he
Happy
to
hear...
You
can
help
get
sicker
quicker,
while
others
are
changeallthatonNov.5.Vote,vote,
is
positive,
even
though
the virus has
termed
"long—term
survivors."
This
never
been
passed
during
a bout in
vote!
The
Democrats
have
a
50—50
especiallyholdstrueamongvarious
this
sometimes
bloody
sport.
Offi—
chanceofrecapturingbothchambers
races.
cials
are
slow
to
realize
infected
on
Capitol
Hill.
The
Democrats
are
Happy to hear... Now they‘re represented by adonkey and I hope blood cannot bleed in if the oppo—
findingoutwhy,andasreportedhere
nent is bleeding out.
some
seriousbutt.
ingenes.
last Amutantgenefrom
month‘s article, it‘sonepar—
in the theI amdonkeyskick
Happy to hear... Morrison has a
mad
as
hell,
and
for
the
first
big
heart. He has vowed to return to
time,
I
am
voting
for
no
one
but
entandanormalgenefromtheother
the
ring one more time to raise
Democrats.
naturallyslowstheprogressionofthe
money
for children infected with the
Sadtosay...TheRepublican—con—
disease.OneinsevenU.S.whitesare
trolledHousepassedan
immigration
disease.
No date, no site, and no op—
blessed
with
this
combination,
but
ponent,
yet. Mixed reactions from
billtostemtheflow
ofillegalstothe
sadly
only
one
in
59
U.S.
Blacks
opponents,
but some are willing to
U.S.
But
i
t
also
would
prohibit
us—
havethisprotection.Ifamutantgene
step
into
the
ring with him if the
ing
federal
funds
for
treatment
for
isvirtually
inheritedimpossible
from bothto getparents,
it
is
money
is
right.
Legal
immigrants
who
have
HIV.
thevirus.
Sad to say... From Men‘s Health
See
what I mean? Get them the hell (May
Sad
tosay...Theprotective
muta—
©96): Indoor potted—plants may
out!
tion
is
extremely
rare
among
the
be
a
source
for MAC, a debilitating
Happy
to
hear...
The
Senate
Re—
Black
race,
indicating
the
mutation
illness
for
people
with AIDS. In the
publicans
concede
the
bill
stands
occurredafterthetworacesdiverged
homes of290 HIV—positive patients,
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researchers found the germ was rare
in food and water, but quite preva—
lent in the soil of indoor plants.
— Happy to hear... The researchers
haven‘t been able to link the bacte—
ria in the soil to the MAC complex
in humans, but they encourage
people to reduce the risk of infec—
tion by wearing gloves while han—
dling soil and by washing afterwards.
Sad to say... Magic Johnson, who
retired from the NBA‘s Los Ange—
les Lakers after testing HIV—positive,
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returned, and the retired again, an—
nounced his retirement is
"permanent...this time.
Happy to hear... His decision is
not an HIV thing as his health is very
good. It‘s an age thing—Magic
turned 37 in August.
Sad to say... Midtown Memphis
needs a few things in Midtown that
would enhance conveniences of—
fered in the burbs, such as a shop—
ping center and movie theaters. Then
there were rumors Malco‘s Highland
Quartet, the closest theater to mid—
town and downtown, would be clos—
ing.
Happy to hear... Not true insists
Jimmy Tashie, VP ofOperations. In
fact, the theater is undergoing a $75K
renovation to be completed by
Thanksgiving. And yes, they are
looking to add a location closer into
town if they can find a site with ad—
equate space for parking. The dat—
ing habits of the Gay community
would have changed drastically ifit
had closed.
®
Sad to say... Fewer Mid—Southern—
ers, like Americans nationwide, are
donating to charity.
Happy to hear... But the ones who
give are like the Duracell bunny...
theyjust keep on giving, and giving.
Average household contributions
were up 10 percent over last year, to
$1017. And the volunteer activities
are up, too. I can personally tell of
the generosity of contributors and
volunteers to the programs I am in—
volved with—Feast for Friends and
the new Hearth and Home Emer—
gency Fund. Thank you, Thank You!
And hugs and kisses to you all.
Sad to say or Happy to hear...
Take your pick. It‘s finally hap—
pened: a same—sex sexual harass—
ment suit. In Massachusetts, three
employees at a branch of 84 Lum—
ber Company accused their two su—
pervisors of harassment because of
"locker—room conduct." The super—
visors grabbed asses and crotches,
exposed themselves, and one super
even announced over the loud—
speaker one of the employees had
given him sexual favors orally, if you
get my drift. The company argued it
was not sexual harassment because
all the men are straight, but a state
judge disagreed and awarded each
$75K. "Boys will be boys," yes, but
now they have to play by a whole
new set of rules.
Sad to say... Tennessee is ranked
49th in women‘s voting, behind
Kentucky, according to reports cited
by Tipper Gore during a recent visit
to Memphis. She tells it like it is. The
Republicans have been a setback to
women‘s rights.
Happy to hear... Women, as well
as Gays, need to vote to protect their
rights. Make sure you vote, and en—
courage your grandmother, mother,
sisters, aunts and cousins and "girl—
friends" to do the same. As Nike
says, "Just do it."
Sad to say... First the Cannabis
Buyers Club in San Francisco was
shut down and 100 pounds. of pot
was confiscated. Now the founderof

the club has been arrested and
charged with conspiracy, and pos—
session and sale of marijuana.
Happy to hear... San Francisco
prosecutor and other local officials
have long tolerated the operation and
criticized the raid. The indictment
had to obtained across the bay in
Alemeda County.
Happy to hear... Jay Leno: "Ross
Perot was shut out of the Presiden—
tial debates... I think Ross is getting
a little desperate. The rumor is, to
boost his approval ratings, he may
announce he‘s a Lesbian."
Sad to say... When first displayed
in 1988, the AIDS quilt was about a
city block long. After eight more
years of the disease and 343,000
American deaths, the quilt now
weighs 42tons and stretches nearly
a mile from the Washington Monu—
ment to the Capitol. How depress—
ing.
Happy to hear... Hundreds of
thousands attended the weekend
event in D.C., including a large con—
tingent from Memphis. Who could
see such a thing in person or on the
news and not be profoundly af—
fected? Probably some Republican
Righteous Wonder.
Sad to say... A Scripps Howard
News Service poll of 1006 adults
nationwide: "Should we have spe—
cific laws to give special protection
to: the physically handicapped—91
percent yeas; mentally retarded—93
percent yeas; African—Americans—
60 percent yeas; women—60 per—
cent yeas; Hispanic Americans—56
percent yeas; Homosexuals—61 per—
cent nay! I just don‘t get it.
Happy to hear... Same survey:
"Should a landlord be required to
rent to a Gay couple?" Y¥es—49 per—
cent; No—43 percent. Well,
wouldn‘t that require special laws?
Sad to say... Some guys cum and
go so quickly (not that I would know
that)...
Happy to hear... Just one dose of
clomipramine (used for compulsive
disorders) taken 12 hours before sex
delays premature ejaculations from
2 minutes after penetration to about
8 minutes. Good—bye Speedy
Gonzalez, hello Pepe LePlume.
Sad to say... Time magazine (Oct.
14) reports that the new combination
drug therapy doesn‘t work for every—
one: at least 15 percent of the patients
don‘t respond to the treatment. And
some who would benefit from them
can‘t get them because of the short
supply and cost ($12—20K per year.)
Happy to hear... Doctors at large
urban hospitals estimate that AIDS
admissions are down as much as 60
percent, with some clinics having to
lay off workers.
Sad to say... "I find it hard to be—
lieve because she‘s so popular. She‘s
— such an attractive person." Pat
Robertson ofthe Christian Coalition,
on reports that Ellen Degeneres‘
character on her show Ellen would
come out as a Lesbian.
Happy to hear... Here‘sanews—flash
Pat... Gays and Lesbians have been
known to be popular and attractive.
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Co-Worker Testifies About
Night Before Murder with Schmitiz
Schmitz talked during the entire home while his roommate
By Greta Guest ,
watched.
flight.
Associated Press Writer
"He was surprised about being Donna Riley, who appeared on
PONTIAC, Mich.(AP) — The lured there on false pretenses. He the show with Schmitz and
night before Scott Amedure was told me if he thought about it long Amedure, finished her three days
slain, his confessed killerspent the enough he could get angry," she of testimony Oct. 18 by saying
night at a woman‘s home drinking said. Prosecutors contend that af— under cross examination that she
champagne and kissing her on her ter Schmitzarrived home from wanted to warn Schmitz about
Wright‘s house and found a sug— what would happen on the show.
parents‘ couch.
Michelle Wright, who worked gestive note from Amedure on his Defense attorney James
with Jonathan Schmitz at a door along with a blinking amber Burdick asked Riley what moti—
Bloomfield Hills restaurant in light and yellow ribbon commonly vated her to want to break the
March 1995, testified Oct. 18 that found at construction sites, he me— show‘s rules and tell Schmitz. "I
she was with Schmitz two days thodically planned the murder. thought maybe he would get an—
after he appeared on atapingofthe Previous testimony revealed gry at Scott for putting him in that
Jenny Jones Show in Chicago that from about 10 a.m. to 11 a.m., situation," Riley testified.
Schmitz withdrew money from his Schmitz, 26, of Lake Orion —
about same—sex crushes.
Wright testified that Schmitz bank and then bought shotgun faces a mandatory life sentence in
told co—workers he was going to shells and a shotgun, returned to prison ifconvicted. Ifconvicted on
appearon the show, but thought he his apartment and then shot a lesser murder charge, he would
‘was meeting a woman who had a Amedure at his Orion Township be eligible for parole.
crush on him. Co—workers had
joked that it was theirmanager, she
said. Schmitz ischarged with first— Jury Sees "Gay Crush"
degree murder in Amedure‘s shot—
gun slaying three days after the Talk Show
show‘s March 6, 1995 taping.
and turned away when
When Schmitz returned to work PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) — laughed
Amedure
arm around him
Wright said: "It seemed that he was Jonathan Schmitz laughed in em— and tried toputkisshishim.
"You lied to
accepting,but I could tell there was barrassment but showed no anger me. ... Interesting, very
something wrong." Defense attor— on theJennyJonesShow when his ing," a smiling Schmitzinterest—
to
neys contend Schmitz was lied to, Gay friend revealed he had a se— Amedure and friend Donnasaid
Riley.
embarrassed and humiliated when cret crush on him because of his — Amedure described fantasies
his admirer was not a woman, but "cute little hard body."
tying Schmitz up. "It
32—year—old Amedure. They con— Scott Amedure spoke on the involving
like, whipped cream and
tend Schmitz hid those feelings. show of "whipped cream and entails,
stuff like that." Riley
That, coupled with depression, al— champagne" fantasies with his champagne,
testified
that
had con—
friend, who shot him to death three tacted the showAmedure
coholism
thyroid condition,
after seeing it ad—
led him toand
kill aAmedure
+*~
days later.
vertise for people with secret Gay
Wright, who admitted to hav— The jury at Schmitz‘s murder crushes.
ing a crush on Schmitz, described trial watched the never—aired epi—
said shewas invited to go
herself as "moody" and admired sode of the show for the first time on Riley
because
she had introduced the
Oct.
17.
Clips
were
broadcast
na—
Schmitz‘s cheerful attitude toward
men. After Schmitz was contacted
life. She testified that she wanted tionally.
the show, he asked Riley and
to ask Schmitz how he felt about ~ "I‘m flattered," Schmitz said byAmedure
they had set it up.
appearing on the show and invited sheepishly at one point during the Under if‘instructions
the
him to her parents‘ house after the ~ Mar. 6, 1995, taping in Chicago. shows producers, Rileyfrom
the
twohad been out drinking with a — But when asked by Jones ifhe was two hedged.~Riley said thesaidthree
group of co—workers until 2 a.m. — interested, Schmitz said: "I‘m defi— returned to Michigan after the
But Wright testified that she . nitely heterosexual, I guess you show and the two men drank
couldn‘t remember if the two had could say."
into the night.
discussed the show. She said they Defense lawyers don‘t deny that heavily
Two days later, she said
both continued drinking at the Schmitz, 26, killed Amedure, but Amedure
by her apartment,
house. She said they both drank they contend the show ambushed then wrotecame
a
note
to Schmitz and
champagne and she smoked mari— and humiliated Schmitz because he left it at hisapartment.
>
thought he was going on the show Prosecutors said after getting
juana.
When asked by Oakland to meet a female secret admirer. the unsigned suggestive note,
County assistant prosecutor Ro— They alsosay Schmitz‘s battles Schmitz planned and carried out
man Kalytiak whether they had with depression, alcoholism and a
slaying. Meanwhile,
sex, Wright said no. Wright said ‘thyroid condition called Grave‘s Amedure‘s
father, Allyn, said the
Schmitzleft her home at about disease left him unable toplan~ a Schmitz‘s
filed a $24million law—
9:30 a.m. on March 9, 1995, just killing, akeypointin provingfirst= familyhas
suit
against
theJennyJonesShow,
anhourandahalfbeforepolicesay . degree murder.
was noshow
he shot Amedure at his mobile During:the talk show, Jones contendingifthere
home. Schmitz andWright smiled questioned Amedure, 32, about his there would havebeen no slaying.
warmly at each other at times dur— infatuation of Schmitz. "He‘s got
ing her approximately 40 minutes a cute, little, hard body, one you
of testimony. Kalytiak called want to pick up and put in your
Wright "friendly toward the de— curio cabinet and dust him offonce
fense," but said he didn‘t plan to ~ in a while," Amedure said. .
"He‘s just a tiny, little cute
label her a hostile witness.
Oakland County jurors also thing. He‘s gorgeous." When
heard testimony from Patricia E. Schmitz walked onto the show he
Cielinski, who sat next to Schmitz . found a giggling Amedure.
on his return flight from Chicago With the studio audience howl—
ing and hooting, Schmitz only
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Which Way Out
Continued from page 31
important for you to know who and
what you are than it is for your
grandmother. You will have to live
with the reality of your situation a
lot longer than she will. Let her live
out her life in peace.
There is strong speculation that
the character played by actress
Ellen DeGeneres on the sitcom
Ellen will out herself this season.
This potential outing is causing
quite a stir among the TV pundits
and —moguls and is raising eye—
brows and questions. What does

outing Ellen mean for the ratings.
What does outing Ellen mean for
the future of prime—time TV offer—
ings? What does outing Ellen mean
for advertising support for such a
daring show? I am curious to see
how the outing is accomplished.
Whether it is Ellen‘s decision and
executed on her terms, or whether
it is at the prompting of "friends."
Last year Ellen dropped several
hints that she might be a Lesbian.
No direct references were made.
However, the door to the closet
was opened. Now we will see if she
really walks through it. If she does,
I cheer. If she doesn‘t, then I‘ll
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cation Fund is a national organi— . could never do, but it really wasn‘t
zation committed to achieving full just me doing it," she said.
Peterson plans to start college
recognition of the civil rights of
during winter quarter. She hasn‘t
homosexuals and people with
decided where.
HIV—AIDS.

Passages
Michelle Rollins
Malcolm Ray Rollins, known to
and old compatriots as
Sp/r/Iua/ﬁesourcesin thetramp/71344133 f friends
Michelle,died Oct. 16 of the last : Archive
ofseveral strokes. He was 62. Most Continued from page 14 —
recently, Michelle had been the
lives which fall through
Eplsc0patChurch 525—6602
owner of:—Oops (the present Au— / dividual
the cracks of mainstream history
tumn St. Pub) but in previous years and must be preserved. Donate
Connection Center — 761—3435
had been very active in The copies of your photos from Gay
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
Queen‘s Men. The Queen‘s Men gatherings, parades, bars, shows
Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443
was one of the earliest Gay clubs and so on; letters from friends de—
in Memphis and was founded as a tailing personally lived Gay expe—
Living Word Christian Church —276—0577
ball
club during Cotton Carnival on riences or issues; buttons; decals;
Memphis Friends Meeting—323—3196
the style of the Mardi Gras krewes video
of all things queer,
in New Orleans. The club held the personalfootage
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church—756—5433
and public; scrapbooks.
Miss Gay Memphis pageants for
think you must be famous
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
many years and will always be re— Don‘t
to merit attention. In the chronicle
Safe Harbor MCC — 458—0501
membered as the organization of queer lives, nobody‘s a nobody.
which
laid the groundwork for Most importantly, make the
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104
ATEAC/Friends
For Life.
and loved ones of the de—
\_ St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1412
Michelle had been very supportive relatives
ceased aware that such a repository
of various charities through his exists, so that valuable collections
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
career and will be missed by many which might be disposed of or oth—
Unity Church (Kirby Road) — 753—0831
friends. The family requests that erwise ill—managed might be con—
any memorials be sent to Friends tributed to this pastiche of queer
k Publishedas a public service by the Triangle JournalNews _] For Life.
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military officer was reviewed by a At
courts martial board. It seems her WASHINGTON (AP) — A before approaching J. Loron
spurned lover was seeking ven— Columbia, S.C., man has been Lavoie and his partner, Kenneth
geance and sought it by trying to found guilty of brutally attacking Ludden.
have the officer kicked out of the a Gay man in the District of Co— Monts repeatedly asked fthe
military, or outing her. Fortunately, lumbia on July 1.
if they were Gay and when
even though the officer never ac— A jury on Oct. 15 convicted couple
Lavoie refused to answer, Monts
knowledged her sexuality, the Michael Monts on two counts of spat
in his face and struck him in
courts martial board saw the case assault with a dangerous weapon. the head
for what it was, an act of ven— But the panel failed to find that the said. with a 6—foot stick, Holder _
geance, and acquitted the officer of attacks
arose from Monts‘ bias As they fought, Lavoie man—
any wrongdoing. This is a graphic against Gays.
to wrest the stick from Monts,
illustration of how outing, as a tool He faces a maximum of 20 aged
who
fled.
Monts then returned with
of vengeance, is blatantly wrong. years in prison. Sentencing is several broken
bottles he found in _
The very idea that any Gay man scheduled for Dec. 20.
cans and again attacked
— or woman who has suffered U.S. Attorney Eric Holder Jr. trash
wounding him in the thigh.
through the harshness of Gay— said Monts was preaching against Lavoie,
Monts was identified by Lavoie,
bashing would—wantto subject a homosexuality in the Dupont Ludden
and other witnesses,
"family member" to the same hell Circle area of the nation‘s capital Holder said.
is appalling. Such action would be
akin to a parent asking his child to
attend a racially hostile schooljust
so that child could experience the Girl Who Proposed Gay
same bigotry and hatred the par—
ent experienced when he was a Club Becomes
child. It is widely acceptedaxiom
that fools rush in where angels fear A National Advocate
to tread. It is truly a fool who de— SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — The program for the event lists
cides for himself that you or I Kelli Peterson created a firestorm Peterson as founder of the Gay—
should be outed and makes ithis a year ago when she proposed Straight Alliance who "spoke out
personal crusade to do so. Outing — forming a Gay—Straight Student bravely when political extremists. ws
Acas
is mean,vicious, and only serves Alliance at East High School,
moved to bar such clubs from the _
to hurt the individual outed.
Utah public schools."
As a result, the Sait Lake City
The preamble to the Constitu— school
Peterson said accepting the —
board
banned
noncurricular
.
tion states, among other things, that clubs and the Legislature enacted _ award
in front of an: audience of—
we are all entitled to life, liberty _ ‘a measure prohibiting school clubs Hollywood—types
doesn‘t bother —
andthe pursuitofhappiness. Some dealing with sexuality.
her at all. In fact, she is anxious to
of us think we are happy in the Peterson graduated in May. thank the Gay and Lesbian celeb—
closet, most are not. Ifwe truly are Since then she crisscrossed the rities she looked up to when she
family, then we must allow each
as a spokesperson for was younger.
individual to make his or her own country
Lately, she is a person younger
young
people‘s
Gay rights.
decision regarding coming out. We She spent a week
people have been looking up to.
in
Washing—
are not debutantes, coming out at ton at the "Free To Be Me Festi— "I really wouldn‘t consider my—
the ball. We are men and women val." She returned to Salt Lake City self a role model. Hopefully, I‘m
of worth who must forge our own for one day and headed to. Los just the first of many who want
happiness whether we are in or out
clubs like this. Sometimes kids
to receive one of the 1996
of the closet. No one can do it for Angeles
come up to me and tell me I‘m
Lambda Liberty Awards. The
us.
brave and I did something they
Lambda Legal Defense and Edu—

history. Inform people that, though >
they might not realize it, there is a
call for such preservation of what
they perceive to be minor articles.
MGLCC already has the begin—
nings ofsuch an archive which in—
cludes autographed posters from
previous Pride events, the Miss
Memphis plaque dating from the
early 70s, complete collections of
all the Gay/Lesbian periodicals
ever published in Memphis and its
own photos and memorabilia.
For donations, contributions
large or small, and inquiries,
please contact the director of the
archive, Brian Pera at 725—7823,
or mail to P.O. Box 41074, Mem—
phis, TN 38174.

WHITE MALE SEEKS BLACK PAL I‘m a Bi White
male, 22 years old, 510, 165lbs. I seek Black men
18 to 25 who is in good shape. #27858

ARE YOU READY FOR ROMANCE? I‘m a Gay
White moi; pgfessionol looking to meet someone

IT COULD BE A LIFETIME I‘m 29 years old, 5‘7,
175lbs, Brown hair, Hazel eyes. I seek a pe
inﬂamed I like all outdoors, caving, camping,
rseshoes, etc. (Clarksville) #14037
A COUNTRY MILE I‘m 511, 175lbs. I‘m looking
for some country guys out there. Call me.
(Northwest] #14062
I LIKE PLAYING LEATHER GAMES I‘m a single
male looking for ants or couples to get hot and

passionate with. I‘m basically a bottom but can be
versatile. I‘m into leather games, massage, B&D,
S&M, and being oral. I have Black hair and Brown
ey
nn) ©1439

ADVENTURE IS WAITING I‘m 62, 165lbs, 36
years old, Sagittarius, single. I‘m looking for friends
to hang out and get friendly with. I‘m easy going
and versatile. I‘m not into anything rough, but I do
like to be adventurous at times. (Cookville) #3928
OPEN OPTIONS I‘m 30 years old, 511, 190lbs,
well built. I like to bike ride and spend quality time
with someone special. I‘m looking for someone no
taller than me. Latin men are a p?us. I‘m Hispanic

and American Indian. Call me. (Fort Meyers)
220372

JUST A PARTY DUDE! GWM, 31, l
brown
hair, brown eyes, seeks others for fun
more.
«Leave me a message. (Jackson} #23910

very special
a one on one monogamous
relationship. I like romance, the beach, etc. Call me.
{Memphis) #13821 —

w Ago w DADDY VidANIED I'mlb
ing a
. I‘m 31 years old, 59, 155lbs,
short hair, short beard, mustache. I like short and
stocky
beartype, and tall and slender men. If
you are
older, firm, gentle, and enjoy all kinds of fun,
call me. (Memphis) #29274

THE BIG ONE I‘m a Gay White man, 35 years
old, in shape. I‘m looking for above average men. If
you are interested leave a message. I will be
discreet. (Memphis) #12086
JUST THE BASICS I‘m 32 years old, 511, dark
hair, 180lbs. I‘m just looking for some guys to get
together and have fun with. (Memphis) #12095

UNTIL THEN I‘m a
Block male, 6‘1, 245lbs,
dark skin, Brown eyes,
hair. I like music,
shopping, quiet times, and friends. I‘m seeking a Gay
Black male 24 to 35 who knows what he wants. Call
me. (Memphis) #32188

COCKY CAMPER | live in the North West part of
West Tennessee. I like to camp and hike. I‘m very
discreet and straight acting. I‘d like to meet men in
my are;9for fun and goo?times. (Memphis)
#131
a

BI WHITE SEEKS Bi BLACK I‘m a 22 year old Bi
White male looking for Bi Black men 19 to 23. Call
me. (Memphis) #33401

SHOW ME THE ROPES I‘m 32 years old, 6h,
155lbs, divorced White male. I would like to meet
straight acting men to experience with. I‘m new at
this and looking for someone to show me the ropes.
{Memphis) #10961

LETS HAVE FUN I‘m a 27 year old Gay While
male, 64, Bﬁhoir, Blue hml likable dameséelq

LETS PLAY DRESS UP i‘m 5‘4, Blond hair, Blue
s. I"m looking for a Gay or Bi male who loves to
a; hot passionate games.| love being with men. |
ike bras, panties, and silky underwear. You have to
be clean and discreet. Call me. (Memphis)
#11149

BEER GUT? I‘m a Gay White male looking for
other Gay mento have fun with. | want someone
who is around 200 or 250lbs. | like someone with a
beer gut. If that‘s you please call me. (Memphis)
#8852

IT‘S A MAN‘S WORLD I‘m 511, 152lbs. I‘m
interested in men 23 to 38. I have a lot of interests
and hobbies. Call me. (Memphis) #11684

~ SECOND SHIFT WORKER I‘m 51 1 , 195lbs,
MAN IN MARTIN | love the outdoors. I would like
Brown hair, Blue eyes, hairy. If you want to meet me
to meet some guys in my area for good times. Call
please call. I like all kinds of music, computers,
me. (Martin) #7106
games, TV, playing, canoeing, etc. Call me:
(Memphis) #34546
LETS GET TO KNOW EACH OTHER I‘m 510,
180lbs, Brown hair, Green eyes. I‘m looking for
BAREFOOT IN THE PARK I‘m a 36 year old
someone who is
older, stronger, masculine, and
Black male, 58, 185lbs. I like music, movies,
dominant. I need someone who is caring and
theatre, walking in the park and
times. I‘m
loving. Lets have a good time. Call me. (Martin}
seeking a tall man over 200lbs
is safe, clean cut
234878
and drug free. Please respond. (Memphis) #6379
GOOD TIME BUDDIES We are looking for
LOYAL BOTTOM WANTED !‘m a
someone who likes to get out and have a
time.
looking for a hot bottom. If you want to loyal to a
I‘m 511, 175lbs. My friend is 511, 175lbs. Lets get
hot top call me. (Memphis) #5404
together sometime. (McMinnville) #1184
MASCULINE BROTHERS ONLY I‘m a Black
THIS MID TOWN MAN WANTS YOU I‘m a
male, 24 years old, 56, 157lbs, work out, nice
23 year old Black male. I would like to meet a White
body. I‘m looking for a Black male who is taller than
more who is ready for a possible relationship. I‘m in
1 am. If you have a nice body and are very
mid town Memphis. I do enjoy the clubs. I have light
masculine call me. (Memphis) #9406
skin, Hazel eyes, 1, 180lbs. I like to have a good
GOOD FRIENDS I‘m a 34 year old Gay Black
time at home, cooking, computers, videos, 9003
male looking for other Gay men in my area for
conversation,. and more. {Memphis) #1646
friendship. Call me. (Memphis) 29474
BIG PERSONALITY I‘m a Gay White male, Blond
BROTHER TO BROTHER I‘m a 24 year old Gay
hair, Green eyes, 31 years old, hairy chest, yery
Block male, 5‘5, 155ibs. I like music, shopping,
large personality, top man. I‘m attracted to
dancing, working and the outdoors. I‘m looking for
corporate business type men with salt and pepper
another Gay Black male 24 to 35. Call me
hair. (Memphis) #14924
<
{Memphis) #10023
DOUBLE DIP We are a Gay couple looking for
GOING BI WAY? I‘m 26 years old, Bi White
discreet fun with White men 25 to 30. We would
male. ‘mlooking for the same 18 to 26. | like to
like to hear from you. {Memphis) #13591
have fun and experiment. Call me. (Memphis)
GOING Bi WAY? !‘m a Bi White male looking
©10084

FRESH FRUIT We are 2 guys new here from Los
Angeles. We are looking for other mid town guys
for three ways, couples, etc. Good times are
waiting. (Memphis) —=13636

JUST YOU AND ME I‘m 26 years old, you
Black male. I‘m looking for someone 25 to 35 for a
mature monogamous relationship. Call me.
{Memphis) =6918
LETS BUILD A RELATIONSHIP I‘m a
professional Gay White male, 32 years old, 5‘8,
140lbs, liced looking, well endowed bottom. I‘m
looking for a professional Black male for a
relationship. Serious calls only. (Memphis) #7283
TRANSSEXUAL WANTED !‘m 28 years old, 6‘1,
180lbs. I‘m looking for a Transsexual for a
meaningful relationship. Call me. (Memphis)
©3781
YOUNG COLLEGE STUDENT I‘m a hot 19 year
old college student looking for older men who know
how to have a hot time: {Memphis) ©4236
SALT LOOKING FOR PEPPER I‘m a Bi White
male looking for a Bi or Gay Black male 30‘s or
40‘s. I‘m a laid back type 3 rson, home body. I
would like to get to know a Black male for
friendship (mg possibly more. Call me. (Memphis)

1 LOVE PREPPY MEN !‘m 510, 18O0lbs, Brown
hair, Green eyes, verydiscreet,
straight acting. I‘m into
preppy type guys. I want
gomeone 24 to 30
who is well defined,
well hung, and
well dressed.
Call me.
(Memphis)
©8378

1—800—716—2868

FRIENDSHIP
AND FUN i‘m o
Gay White male
looking for a
Gay
Black male 256313
If you are interested
please call me.

1.99/Min. Must Be 18+

(Memos) =8846

VisaMastercard

YOUR

READY FOR A CHANGE? I‘m a Goy White
transvestite, 42 years old. I love being with men. I‘m
very passable, very feminine. I‘m looking for guys to
date and have fun with. Call me anytime. Lets do it.
(Memphis) #6875
%

DINE ON 69 ‘m a Gay White male, 26 years old
I‘m looking for other Gay White men 18 to 26. | like
to party, wine and dine and 62. Call me. (Memphis}
#10453

%

FOR

MORE OF A HOME BODY !‘m looking for
someone who is kind hearted and sensitive. If you
can appreciate quiet times call me. (Memphis)
#5631

FREE

AD

CALL

4449

%

LOOKING FOR NEW FRIENDS i‘m 21 years
old, Japanese, 5"1 1, 1 30ibs. I‘m looking for guys

orouncray age to go out and do things with. Please
call me. {Memphis) 24738
DRESS SOCK FETISH I‘m attractive, Gay White
male, dress sock fetish. I‘m looking for preppy or
business men 21 to 30. Call me. {(Memphis}
#1879
DOMINATE ME I‘m a Gay Black male looking for
fun. I‘m very passive. Call me. (Memphis) #2018

8

for someone to be friends with, possibly more. Give
me a call and let me know. (Memphis) #13617

WAITING TO HEAR FROM YOU I‘m a 25 year
old Black male looking for other men 19 top 35. I
like hot Jazz, the parks, movies, dining out, etc. Call
me. (Memphis) #7921

THE REAL THING !‘m a Gay Black man looking
for someone who is genuine and hard working like
me. I‘m 58, 275lbs, ex football player, down to
earth. I‘m not looking for one night stands. Genuine
loving people only. (Memphis) #2802

1—800—546—6366.

write poems,
stories, a
ing fun. I‘m seeking
a nice 19 to 30 for friendship and more. Call me.
{
is) #34003
SANE AND ENJOYABLE i‘m 35 years old, 57,
140lbs, Brown hair, Blue eyes, attractive. I‘m new to
Memphis and would like to meet men for safe fun.
(Memphis) #20200
LET‘S MEAT IN MEMPHIS I‘m a Bi White male,
28 years old, 6ft, 185lbs, very versatile. I‘m looking .
for someone to talk to or meet. (Memphis) #19623
JOCK JUICE I‘m a White male, 25 years old,
marathon runner, muscular legs"and
body, 510,
168lbs. I seek tall, athletic jocks with broad shoulders
and muscular legs. Call me. (Memphis) #19966
TAKE A CHANCE ON ME I‘m 28 years old, 6‘1,
175lbs, versatile, and | have many interests.
(Memphis) #17988
LETS MEET | am 510, 155lbs, Brown hair, BluFe
eyes. I‘m interested in meeting men in my area. If you
would like to meet a new friend call me. (Memphis)
216237
EBONY AND IVORY I‘m a Gay Black male, 30
years old, 6‘1, 1 30lbs. Half nature boy, half city boy.
I‘m passive and gentle. I seek a Gay White male 20
to 50 who is also caring and gentle. Call me.
(Memphis) #15782
THIS DADDY IS A PLEASER I‘m 41: years old,
very hairy, 59, 150ibs. I‘m looking for a very
submissive or very feminine male. If you are interested
in meeting a daddy who knows how to please, call
me. (Memphis) #14024
LIVING PROOF I‘m a Bi Black male with HIV
seeking the same. If you are interested please call me.
(Memphis) #14316

LET‘S DO IT TOGETHER I‘m a 19 year old Goy
White male, 5‘11, 140lbs, Brown hair, Green eyes.
I‘m very fem and I‘m looking for an honest, sincere,
and caring man of color. If you are a masculine,X
please call. (Memphis) #5599
ATTENTION! MEN IN MEMPHIS! I‘m a Gay
White male, 26 years old, Blonde hair, and Blue
eyes. I‘m looking for guys 19 to 35 to have fun
with. Lets do it. Call now. (Memphis) #23938
OUR LITTLE SECRET I‘m a married man who is
curious and would like to meet other curious
married men. (Memphis) #1447
IN KNEED? I‘m a loving Gay Black male. | seek a
Gay Black or White male. I like walks, talks, and
massage. Please call me. (Memphis) #1864
LEARNING AND YEARNING I‘m 18 years old,
5‘9, 180lbs, Brown hair, and Green eyes. I‘m a
college student looking for an older, discreet,
masculine man for good times. (Memphis) #2481
COME OUTANDPLAYWearecGaycou le

new here from New Orleans. We are looking for a
third to join us. We are both cute and we love to
play. (Memphis) #4239
MUTUALLY SATISFYING Ken, 25, blonde/bm
freckles, 578, 160, muse gd shape, good smile, love
meeting people, like to converse, masculine, look
European, versatile, int are travelling, love music,
wide variety, art, cook, work out, conservative, like
to meet someone nice— (Memphis) #34124
THE MORE THE BETTER GBM, seeks others for
group action. Leave me a message. (Memphis)
#32020
CAN I WATCH? GWM, 511", 155, 35, brown
hair and eyes, tanned and fit, seeks others into
watching and more. Singles or couples are always
welcome. (Memphis) #32518
TEDDY BEAR LOOKING FOR LOVER i‘m a 28
yearold White male, Brown hair, Blue eyes, 510,
230lbs, mustache, beard. I‘m seeking a sincere
relationship with an older man 35 to 50, someone I
can love and share my life with. I like theatre,
movies, music, etc. If you are full of life in and out of
bed please call me. (Murfreesboro) #6303
HOWDY NEIGHBOR Are you tired of searching
fortrue love? I‘m a 27 year old Black male, 58,
198ibs. I‘m looking for you: (Nashville) #7019
HEALTHY LIVING I‘m a 26 year old Gay White
male, 511, 175lbs, Blue eyes, Brown hair,
masculine. | like to weight train, hike, go out, stay
home, etc. (Nashville) #3186
FUN AND EXCITEMENT I‘m new to the area
and I‘m looking for some fun. {Nashville}
©13931

LOVE FOR REAL I‘m 43
years old, 6‘1, dark hair,
Green eyes, mustache, well endowed. I‘m seeking
someone 25 to 43 for a one on one monogamous
relationship. No drugs, barflies, or queens: Let me
love and take care of you. (Memphis) #14329
LET US BE LOVERS I‘m 20 years 81d. | like
bowling, tennis, walking, movies, etc. I‘m looking for
someone 18 to 24 who would be interested in a
relationship. (Memphis) #14339
LET‘S GET HOT AND SWEATY I‘m a hot 50 year
old man, 511, 195lbs. I like all kinds of hot fun. You
must be discreet. (Memphis) #7619
WHERE‘S MY SUGAR DADDY? I‘m an attractive
Gay White male, tall, 30 years old. I‘m looking for a
Sugar Daddy in the Tri State area. (Memphis)
29373
TIRED OF BEING SINGLE? !‘m a 31 year old
single White male: I‘m looking for other single White
men in my area for fun and friendship. (Memphis)
#11797
I‘LL MAKE THE RESERVATIONS I‘m a 24 yeor
old Black male, 6ft, nice, honest, attractive, and
intelligent. | like movies, good conversation, and
dining out. I‘m seeking a male 18 to 35 to spend time
with. (Memphis) #12481
BI THE WAY !‘m a Bi White man in my early 30‘s.
I‘m looking for other Bi men in my area. (Memphis)
._ 212756
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Pickwick—Shiloh. Gormet country

energy work. Janice Crone. In call

commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30

dinner. Area activities include:
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words (including address or phone

boating, walking trails, antique

Massage for sports, fitness and

number) and a $2.00 charge for the

shops, auctions. Your hosts are

relaxation. Support for your active
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lifestyle. Stephen Arrowood—LMT.

if you want to use our P.O. Box.

local activities. Reservations: 901—

In/out. Available when you are 901—
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278—5844.
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Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded

YOU DESERVE THE BEST

minimum. Phone numbers and zip

acres of privacy in a fun vacation

California trained, certified

codes are free. Deadline for ads is

area. Exclusive resort for men &

bodyworker

the 15th of each month. Send to

women. Hot tub. Country club

offering therapeutic and sports

Triangle Journal News, Box 11485

privileges. Greenwood Hollow

massage. 1‘/, hours, by
appointment, outcall only.

38111—0485.

Ridge, Rt 4, Box 155, Eureka

Classifieds must be submitted in

Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—5283.

Personalized gift certificates

writing and mustincludeyourname

The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—

available. Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m.

anda telephone number where you

Circa 1896. Located on Eureka

(901) 278—9768.

Memphis,

TN

can be reached to verify the ad. If

Springs Historic District loop close

MopeELs

you would like a copyofthe issue

to downtown shops & restaurants.

Cigar Smoking Biker and my

your ad appears in, please send

Completely renovated for comfort

nationwide buddies get down—n—

but still maintaining its old world

dirty from coast to coast. From TLC

ANNOUNCEMENTS

charm, elegance & romance.

to raunch, all callers 18+ are

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!!

Picturesque tree—covered hollow.

welcome. 1—818—837—1859 24 hrs.

TJN

and

The Arbour Glen, #7 Lema, Eureka

Good—looking,

classifieds will not automatically be

Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—9010.

available for in/out calls. Best quality

re—run. Announce—ments and

MassaAGE SERVICES

and bestrates. Discretion a priority.

classifieds must be re—submitted

Full body massage guaranteed to

Call Dale at 901—752—4529.

each month, in writing, by the 15th

relax and release. Call William, in/

Memphis Male escort service. Hot,

of the month.

$1.00 to cover postage.

announcements

clean—cut guy

out. Call 529—0278, pager 223—6966.

healthy guys to fulfill your desires.

Bro & BREAKFAST

Licensed massage therapist offers

Selection of guys (18+), 24—hr.

Bed & Breakfast—AVictorian home

caring, nuturing, massage support

service. Will match/beat any other

furnished with antiques offers

in healing from trauma, physical or

rate in Memphis. Page Brandon or

accommodations to men and

emotional, addiction disorders.

Mark at 901—320—0967. Also hiring.

women. Home is located in small

Specializing

Tennessee

reflexology, aromatherapy and

River

townnear

in

Swedish,

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

Musicar InstRUMENTS FOR
SALE

STEINWAY or MASON—HAMLIN
GRAND PIANO WANTED! Any age,
any condition. Will pay CASH and
pickup. Call 1—800—449—3850 anytime.
PERSONALS
Amateur photographerseeking Gays
and/or Lesbians to photograph in
_ black & white art poses. Single or
couples, no experience. Necessary.
Free set of prints to those chosen.
Write me, with photo if you like, at:
P.O. Box 7838, Jackson, TN 38308—
0838.
Butch Valentine—So glad to hear
about the part on Baywatch: Out of
the Tanning Bedand on to the Snack
Barepisode you landed! Hope to see
youatthe Fingerfood Cook—offserving
yourselfspread with cream cheese or
something. I‘ll eat you! Love, forever
—Mule.
Into young guys. GM, 35, into young
guys 18+. Barely legal. Seeks
correspondence with others into
— same. Age, race unimportant.
Boxholder, 41 Stonebrook #123,
Jackson, TN 38305.
Hot, sweaty, no—strings—attached,
down and dirtyfun and games! That‘s
me! GWM, 59", 156 _r, Gr, good
bottom, seeks in—snape men for fun
and games. No super—fats, fems,
druggies orprisoners, please. Bi, race,
»

f

Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00 pm Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
7:00 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Sunday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Open Heart (Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Thursday
5:30 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)
Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
Thursday
9:00 pm Discussion (Open)
ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Sunday
6:30 pm Discussion (Open)
OA(Overeaters Anonymous)
Monday
6:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Friday
6:00 pm Feelings Meeting (Open)
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News)
married, daytime, all okay. Go ahead
and call, you never know until you do.
J.B. 901—384—6660. Fantasy is okay,
too!
Mormon Gay & Lesbians in the
Memphis area. I would like to meet
with you for friendship & support. Call
Scott at 901—546—0214.
Mule, dahling. Where have youbeen.
I‘ve missed the hot nights we‘ve
shared. Love, Mama. _.
So who‘s an old bitch? Can you teach
a 52—year—old dog new tricks? GWM
looking for friendship and more.
Richard, P.O. Box 41461, Memphis,
TN 38174 or 722—5108, leave
message.
Straight, Bi, Gay guys, 18—29 wanted.
Make money and have fun as a
phtographic model. Erotic Male
Imagery, voice mail 901—320—7723,
40691, Memphis, TN38174.
SERVICES
Gayvon—Complete line of rainbow
merchandise at best possible prices!
If you‘ve seen it in the catalogs we
probably have it. In—home shop now
open! Fifteen minutes from Midtown!
Tom of Finland and Michael Wren
artwork and Tees now in stock! 901—
388—9986. X—mas layaways with only
$5 down.

You were chosen by God
to be who you are —
gay, Lesbian or
heterosexual.
The expression of
your sexuality is a gift from
God in making and
building of relationships.
INTEGRITY is a family
of Gays, Lesbians and
their friends within the
Episcopal Church.
INTEGRITY is a place to
find community and
support.
INTEGRITY offers
opportunities for growth,
prayer, friendship and
understanding.
INTEGRITY meets every
third Tuesday of the
month at Calvary
Episcopal Church, Memphis.
For more information, call
Calvary Episcopal Church
at 525—6602.

M November 1996
MID,
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but
have not been charged. All phone num—
bers are area code 901 unless otherwise
noted.
(* Indicates TJN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
a 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station ## 683—9649. .
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center*: 2432
Summer ## 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd = 744—
4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
5760.
BARS RESTAURANTS
Alternative Restaurant & Lounge: 553
So Cooper @ 725—7922.
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
Apartment Club*: 343 Madison # 525—
9491.
Autumn Street Pub®*: 1349 Autumn #
274—8010.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street # 276—
5522.
Changes*: 2586 Poplar # 452—9100.
Coffee Cellar: 3573 Southern # 320—7853.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 725—8156.
David‘s*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
One More*: 2117 Peabody ## 278—8015.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. @ 274—
9794.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Sunshine Lounge*: 1379 Lamar # 272—
9843.
The Edge*: 532 South Cooper # 272—
3036.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN. # 1—901—668—3749.
WKRB in Memphis*: 1528 Madison #
278—9321.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
Madison ## 725—9896.
BOOKS & GIFTS
A Novel Idea*: Book Store +2113 Madison
in Overton Square ## 276—8535.
Meristem*: Feminist Book Store « 930 S.
Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
s
SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
estimates # 327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office #
388—3781.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
ACT UP/Gay Liberation Movement: #
226—6523 Call for meeting place &
schedule.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club + 4372 Kerwin
Dr., Memphis 38128.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box
41679, Memphis 38174—1679 = 274—
8321, Dr. Jim Shaw.
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 #276—
0168, 274—8658.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box
41803, Memphis 38174—1803 # 274—
3857.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
3139 Choctaw Ave. # 323—3111.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs., 7pm
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Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 3956
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 # 387—
# 678—3339.
Barr Photography: Call 12—7 + Jackie/
Wings: Social Club Box 41784, Memphis
1567.
Nadine # 366—7920.
38174—1784.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
AIDS Service Organization » 1450 Poplar,
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
103, Memphis 38104 a 276—2101.
Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or # 278—
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
E.M.1. (Erotic Male Imagery): Photo Sets
AIDS.
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
+PO Box 40691, Memphis, TN 38174 #
Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
Second Wind BBS: Memphis, Adult
320—7723.
Information ## 725—4898.
bulletin, computer modem speeds to
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 #
Gays Off Cleveland Street (GOCS):
16,8000 BPS # 276—8027.
278—5002.
Social Group *+ c/o Sunshine Lounge,
The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/
1379 Lamar # 272—9843.
board « 300 or 1200 baud ## 274—6713.
printing service—resumes, thesis,
Holy Trinity Community Church*:
manuscripts, etc. # 795—4308.
COUNSELING
SERVICES
Worship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm;
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—
Kerrel Ard, BSW: Personal growth,
Bible study: Wed. 7 pm; 1559 Madison
1411.
spiritual counseling, alternative healing
# 726—9443.
RK Photo: Full color post cards = 452—
@
725—4898.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
2766.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union # 726—
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—
1284.
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Calvary
3760.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd ## 525—
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
Individual
Therapy
##
458—7164.
6602.
campaigns, letterhead, etc. # 761—2980.
Fully Alive! A center for personal
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
enrichment.
Susan
Taranto,
MPS
&
Carol
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples &
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
group therapy. # 323—2078 » Sliding fee * AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ®
scale.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—
340 N Garland # 276—0577.
7431 (24 hr. help & information for
Loving Arms (Support Partners for HIV+
Lesbians, Gays, transvestites &
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
transexuals).
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box
Gay & Lesbian
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
Youth Hotline: # 1—
Memphis Area Gay Youth
800—347—TEEN
(MAGY): PO Box 241852,
40,
(Thu.—Sun.,
__7pm—
Memphis, TN 38124 # 725—
11:45pm.).
7152 Jonathan Green for info,
Gay
&
Lesbian
€
—~—=—m—iaws4—
1
—
Switchboard: # 324—GAYS —
ujbgreen@msuvx1.memphis.edu.
24—hrs. Live Operators 7:30—
Memphis Center for Reproductive
11pm.
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave # 274—
LINC: # 725—8895.
3550.
Narcotics Anonymous: #
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
276—LIVE.
Community Center (MGLCC):
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Box 41074, Memphis 38174 #
Suicide
&
Crisis
324—4297.
Intervention: #274—7477.
Memphis Lambda Center*: $,
Transvestite—Transexual
Meeting place for 12—step «@@
National Hotline: # (617)
recovery programs + 1488
899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
Madison # 276—7379, 726—6293, (¢)
Sat.).
527—1461, or 327—3676.
"min‘\y
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
SERVICES
Bisexual, & Transgendered Pride Events
Wayne
C.
Gulledge,
* Box 3956, Memphis 38173 #
Attorney At Law: Rt. 1, Box
7500 Andy Cain.
255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668 #
MS: Individual,
*
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
(601) 562—8738 or (901) 726—
couple
&
family
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
5281.
counseling,
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis:
rebirthing ## 761—
Mid—South AIDS Mastery Group: Ronnie
165 Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103
3435.
Gardino # 767—2182 or e—mail at
# 526—7526 (24 hrs).
Patricia
Goshorn,
msaidmstry@aol.com.
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
M.Ed.:
Licensed Psychological
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Counselor Simmons, Kelman & Assoc.,
Memphis 38174—1822.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100
3960
Knight
Arnold
Rd,
Ste
316
#
369—
National Organization for Women
N. Main, Ste 2518 # 526—0809.
6050.
:
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
0982 # 276—0282.
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
%
* Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
767—1066.
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda Center
Second, Ste 600, ## 521—9996.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
@ 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
Couple Counseling, @ 761—9178.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians And Gays
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis 38187—
Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
Service,
1835
Union,
Ste.
101
#
726—
2031 # 761—1444.
806, = 523—8912
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
MASSAGE SERVICES
Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382—
454—1414.
A Bodywise Company: Therapeutic/
3880.
River City Men‘s Chorus: Box 12837,
sports massage by appointment. # 377—
Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
Memphis 381182—0837 # 276—3471
7701.
Group
Counseling
#
761—9178.
(Charles Friedman).
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
Safe Harbor MCC: Pastor Greg Bullard,
DENTAL SERVICES
massage, therapeutic touch and
751 North Trezevant # 458—0501.
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist « 776
preparation for movement. By
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Mt. Moriah # 761—0527.
appointment only. # 527—2273.
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes,
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage
Western Dance Club # 278—9321 or
accounting, estate planning # 753—1413.
@ 521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
274—8655.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax Massage by Jim: = Pager 541—0579.
Southern Sisters: Support group for
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 #
Massage by Michael: = 278—5475.
transexual women (male to female) #
458—0152.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
William L. Sachs, CPA: Income tax,
massage by appointment. # 761—7977
Stonewall Mission Church: A
accounting, computer support,
or Beeper 575—1230.
Progressive Christian Church + Sun.
consulting. # 767—1718.
Craig von Graeler: Professionalfull body
Service 6:30 p.m., meets at the Center,
massage by appointment. Please call
FLORISTS
103 Berry Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 #
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, #274—5767, 1—
(615) 269—3480.
800—769—5767,
fax:
274—5688.
MEDIA
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
women‘s leather org. Box 1034,
Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803.
paperfocusing on addictions & recovery.
Collierville, TN 38027—1034.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082, _ Flower Market of Memphis: 262 South
Highland # 274—8103.
Nashville TN # (901) 377—7963.
Memphis 38174—1082.
Medical Center Flowers & An Occasional
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Piece Antiques: 1264 Madison Ave. #
newspaper published ‘by Printers Ink >
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
725—4045.
®
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 #
c/o Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, E—mail:
M 38152.
Sweetpeas: 665 Madison # 523—8635.
TJNmemphis@aol.com.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer #
323—0600.
Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
Body Shop Tanning Center: 599 Erin
Drive # 821—0086.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper @ 725—
0521.
Eagle Pest Control: Jacqueline Behles ®
a 743—8945.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall
Veterinarian, Memphis Area # (901)
278—5825. For emergency care call #
(901) 533—5084.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &
appliance repair # 274—7011.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second @ 525—5302.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
Antiques: 2018 Court, (In the Mid—Town
Flea Market).
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for
private functions + Lisa Gray (The
Peabody Hotel) # 726—5910.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Kings Interior Painting: # 745—3300.
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
2853.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
service & repair, Heating & A/C. + 1447
National, a 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries &e Auction, Inc.*:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
Furnishings » 960 South Cooper # 725—
0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., « # 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
house sitting by competent, caring couple
# 726—6198.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis #
Business: 377—1075, Home 375—9584
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental « Michael Sanders # 948—
3998.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
272—STAR.
The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson ©
2001 St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 # 358—
2089.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
Gatewood # 794—9807.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar #=682—
2170.
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
Grooming Salon + 3700 S. Mendenhall
# 794—3047 or 365—9716.
Vantek: Internet Services « Box 111324,
Memphis 38111—1324 # 324—4999, e—
mail: vtadmin@vantek.net.
Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
Sandra & Troy Whittington # 685—8410.
Free estimates, 24 hr. service.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Developments: 194 Looney Ave. #525—
3044.
—
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: # 854—0455.
Kris Pelts, Affiliate Broker, De Caro
Realty: 5545 Murray Road Suite 100 #
767—3100.
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Sowell
& Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380,
Fax 278—4390.
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS IS ALSO
DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
726—5521
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd. Ext. # 683—9801.
Madison Ave. News & Tobacco, Co.:
1865 Madison # 726—5118.
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
Squash Blossom Market: 1801 Union #
725—4823
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. # 682—3326.

The

Quilt

is comin

dzspgav
Temple Israel and First Congregational Church (UCC) are proud partners in observing World AIDS Day.

48 panels from the NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt will be on

Sponsored by Trinity Hospice

MONBAY, DECEMBER 2, 7:30pm
"To See The Stars
Instead Of The Night"
An evening of remembrance, cour—
age, hope and compassion for those
involved in the struggle against AIDS.
Persons Living With AIDS will share their
struggles. Also featuring
A Very Special Children‘s Chorus,
the Memphis Civic Orchestra,
Prolect Motion,
and the premiere viewing of the NAMES
Project quilt.Memphians are encouraged
to dedicate quilt panels at this ceremony.
For more information on dedicating a
panel, call Brian Mott at 276—5652)
s
a
WEBNESBAY, DECEMBER 4
Special Note to Community Groups
7:00pm
The 48 panels from the NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt
f
;
will be on display throughout the week. School groups,
ﬁll“ “III!"

senior citizen groups, Boy and Girl Scouts, church youth
groups... All community organizations are encouraged to
visit the display for a docentled tour. Tours are available
Tue. 12/3 from 11am to Spm:

A special opportunity for families.
Incluoe Mel and Beverly
Pollock, who have lost two sons to AIDS;
Butch Valentrne, who coordinates Feast

wed. 12/3 from 11am to 3pm:
f
pM;
and Thur. 12/5 from 11am to Spm.
Please call Terry Orgel at 754—9423 for more
information on booking a group.

For Friends; and Dr. Armold Drake,
President of Memphis—area PFLAG. The
program will also include a short video
presentation. All are welcome.

ALL EVENTS TAKE PLACE AT TEMPLE ISRAEL, 1376 E. MASSEY ROAD, PHONE 761—3130. (MAP ON BACK)

